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1.0. INTRODUCTION 

In Fiscal Year 1985-86 the Earth Sciences Division of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

(LBL) began a multi-year project for SLC to organize and analyze the field data from The 

Geysers. In the first year, most of the work concentrated on the development of a comprehen- 

sive database for The Gcysets, and conventional nservoir engineering analysis of the data. 

Essentially, all non-proprietary data for wells at The Geysers have been incorporated into the 

database, as well as proprietary data from wells located on Statc leases. In following yeas, a 

more detailed analysis of The Geysers data has been canid out 

This report is a summary of the nonproprietary work performed in FY 1985-86. It 

describes various @pects of thc database and also includes: review sections on Field Develop- 

ment, Geology, Geophysics, Geochemistry and Reservoir Engineering. It should be 

emphasized that these background chapters were wriften in 1986. and therefore only summarize 

the information available at that time. The appendices contain individual plots of wellhead 

pressures, degree of superheat, steam flow rates, cumulative mass flows, injection fates and 

cumulative injection through 1988 for approximately 250 wells. All of the data contained in 

this report are nonproprietary, from State and non-State leases. Tht production/injection and 

heat flow data from the wells were obtained from the California State Division of Oil and Gas 

(DOG) (courtesy of Dick Thomas). Most of the other data were obtained from SLC files in 

Sacramento (courtesy of Charles Priddy), or DOG files in Santa Rosa (courtesy of Ken Stel- 

ling). 
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2.0. BACKGROUND 

2.1. FIELD DEVELOPMENT 

The development of The Geysen deld kgm in 1921 with the d W g  of well Number 1 to 

a depth of 203 ft (70 m) in the Big Geysers arm (Allen and Day, 1927). The well sutxessf~ll~ 

pmduccd steam and registered a wellhead pressam of 62 psi (approximately 4 bars) when hut- 

in. In thc next few yean seven additional wells were drilled in the same gencraI arm to depths 

mging from 416 to 640 A (125 to 190 m). The wells flowed at a total rate of 137,500 1- 

(17.4 k@; Allen and Day, 19271, and were produced from the 1920s to the late 19S0s. During 

this period, however, commercial electrical production was not attempted at The G~VSCK due to 

competition from inexpensive hydmlecrric power in California (Ramey, 1970; Raasch, 1985). 

During the 1950s serious development began at The Geysers, starting with the drilling of 

Magma 1 to a depth of 602 A (180 m) by the Magma Power Company. This well was capable of 

producing 180,000 lbdhr (22.7 kgb) at a wellhead pressure of 100 psig (approximately 7 bars). 

In the late 19S0s 11 additional wells wen drilled into the shallow anomaly in a joint venture of 

the Magma Power and Thermal Pbwer Companies (Anderson, 1985). These wells wen labeled 

Thermal 1 through 11 and were located in the shallow steam anomaly called the Thermal Shal- 

low reservoir (Raasch, 1985). These wells combined with Magma l to provide steam for the fim 

commercial power plants at The Geysers. Unit 1 came on-line with a 11 MW, turbin in 1960 

and Unit 2 surscd commercial pduction of electricity with a 13 MW, turbine-gentrator in 

1963. Both unia were operated by the Pacific Gas and Elecvic Company (PG & E). . 
In 1963, three additional wells were drilled into the Thermal Shallow reservoir in response 

to flow rate decline of the older wells. Of the 23 wells drilled into the shallow reservoir, seven 

are still producing, two wen converted to injectors, nine were abandoned and six arc idle due to 

low productivity (Raasch, 1985). Well Thermal 4 had a blowout during drilling in 1957 and has 
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since flowed uncontrollably into tk atmosphere. Initially, the well flowed at a rate of wme 

3,00(),O(Xl lbs& (380 kgiS); presently it is flowing at a rate Of 160,00() (20 kg/s; Mogen and 

M a y ,  1985). At tk md Of 1981,89.6 billion 1bS (41 binion kg) Of steam had been producgd 

fram the Thermal Shallow reservoir, 40 percent of which was lost to the atmosphere from the 

Thermal 4 blowout (Raasch, 1985). The total remerabk steam from the Thermal Shallow reser- 

voir has been estimated to be 135 billion lbs (61 billion ks; Ramey, 1970). 

Drilling in the Sulphur Banks and Happy Jack areas by the Thennal Power Company com- 

menced in 1961. In 1967, the third Geysers unit started producing electricity by utilizing steam 

from the Sulphur Bank and Happy Jack wells; at that time about 2S wells had been drilled in 

these areas. Most of the wells arc deeper than earlier wells, having a typical total depth of 2000 

to 3OOO A (600 - 900 m). The initial shut-in wellhead presswe of these wells generally falls in 

the range of 450 - So0 psi (30 - 35 bars). Some of the wells encountered low permeability, others 

were prolific producers with rates up to 300,000 Whr (38 kgh; Garrison, 1972). In 1%8, Unit 4 

came on-lin, boosting the electric power generation to approximately 78 MW, (Dykstra. 1980). 

In 1966 Union Oil Company of California (now called Unocal) drilled Oaoboni Federal 1, 

an exploration well, which significantly extended the known areal extent of the field (Lipman et 

al., 1977). The following year Union, Magma and Thermal Power Companies formed a joint 

venture for future development at The Geysers, with Union acting as the operator for steam pm- 

duction These companies have engaged in extensive exploration and development drilling over 

the last two decades that resulted in rapid increases in electricity production. Figure 2-1 shows 

the history of steam production, water injection and total power plant capacity at The Geysers for 

the period 1968 through 1984. Figure 2-2 gives the loCatiOns Of the power plants in The Geysers 

area, and Table 2-1 lists the power plants and their generating capacities. As can be seen in Fig 

ure 2-1, over 1900 MW, of electrical power generating capacity were installed at The Geysers by 

the end of 1985. 

It is interesting to follow the development of the field as new regions have betn discovered 

and developed. Power plants 5 and 6 0 t h  S3 MW, Units) were built in the Sulphur Bank-Happy 
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XBL 868.10949 

Figure 2-2. Locations of power plants at The Geysers. Also shown are landmarks, rivers, 
and section and county lines. 
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Table 2.1. Geothermal power plants at The Geysers. 
4 

Plant On primary Net Cuxn.Net 
Ownermame Line Steam Supplier W e  MWe 

FGBE 1-2 
PGBE 3 4  
FGBE 5-6 
#j&E 7-8 
PGBE 9-10 
FGBE 11 
FG&E 12 
=&E 15 
PG&E 13 
=&E 14 
pG&E 17 
PGBE 18 
NG.PA 1 
sMuD1 
OXY1 
PGBE 16 
=&E 20 
NCPA 2 
DWR 1 

Bear Canyon 
Ford Flat 
Aidlin 

CCPA 1-2 . 

1960-82 

1971 
1972 
1973 
1975 
1979 
1979 
1980 
1980 
1982 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1985 

1985 
1988 
1988 
1988 
1989 

1967-68 

1985-86 

Magma Thermal 24 
Unocal Geothermal 54 
Unocal Geothermal 106 
Unocal Geothermal 106 
Unocal Geothermal 106 
Unocal Geothermal 106 
.unocal Geothermal 106 
Geo Operator Corp. 59 
Fneport McMoran 133 
Unocal Geothermal 103 
Unocal Geothennal 110 
Unocal Geothermal 110 
Nocal Power Agency 106 
Unocal Geothermal 65 
Santa Fc Geothermal 80 
Fneport McMoran 123 
Unocal Geothermal 113 
Nocall Power Agency 106 
Dept. Water Resources 52 
Geooperator Cop. 130 
Freepon McMoran 20 
Freeporc McMoran 27 
Geo Energy Partners 20 

24 
78 
184 
290 
396 
502 
608 
667 
800 
909 
1,019 
1,129 
1235 
1,309 
1,380 
1,493 
1,606 
1,712 
1,764 
1,894 
1,941 
1,941 
1.96 1 

http://Cuxn.Net


Jack together they increased the total dccuic power production f h n  this q to some 184 

We. power plants 7 and 8 are located OSL Statt lea~e PRC 4596, ClOSe to the discovery well 

octoboni N e d  1, drilled by Union in 1966. Both of these 53 MW, units came on-line in 1972. 

In 1975 and 1982-0 106 and 114 Mw, power plants, Units 11 and 17, also began commercial 

operation on PRC 45%. Thus, the total electrical production froin PRC 4596 amounts to 326 

W e .  

Since 1973, most of the development in The Geysers area has been in the south-eastcm part 

of the field, covering an area extending up to 5 miles southeast of the Big Geysers area. Units 9, 

10,12 and 14 produce from or close to another large State lcase, PRC 4597. These units produce 

a total of 321 MW,. All of the remaining power plants are farther to the southeast (Little 

Geysers) with the exception of Unit 15, which is located in the Rorabaugh area 1-2 miles 

southwest of the Sulphur Banks wellfield, and the DWR plant in the Bottle Rock area At 

present, power plants FGE 13, FGE 18, NCPA 2 and 3, SMUD and OXY 1 are operating in or 

near the Little Geysers area, with a total generating capacity over 600 MW,. Unit 13 is the larg- 

est unit at The Geysers. producing 135 Mw,. 

Although Union-Magma-”hemal is the largest steam supplier at The Geysers, many other 

companies have drilled development wells that feed several of the power plants. In 1967, Geoth- 

ermal Resources International (now GEO), began drilling wells in the Rorabaugh area Seven 

wells were drilled by 1969, three of them producing steam equivalent to some 10 MW, each. 

Further development in this area was conducted by Thennogmics Inc., resulting in a 59 MW, 

generating unit (Unit 15). commencing operation in 1979 (Reed, 1982a). In 1969. Signal Oil and 

Gas Company began drilling in the Castle Rock Springs area, which at that time was a very large 

stepout to the southeast. Signal had drilled six wells in this area by 1971; the wells produced 

steam equivalent to some 3b MW, (Ganison, 1972). Signal’s interest in this area was acquired 

by Aminoil U.S.A., Inc., which contracted With PG & E to supply steam for Unit 13, a 135 MW, 

unit that staRed commercial production in 1980. Aminoil also contracted with the Sacramento 

Municipal Utility District (SMUD) to provide steam for a 72 MW, SMUD power plant north of 

. 
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the Little Geysers area ?hat came on-line in 1983. In 1984, Aminoil sold its intern at The 

Geysers to Pbillipa Rmlcum Company, which then sold the properties a year later to the 

Fxeqm~t-McMoRan Resource Partnership (FMRP; Ken Stelling, personal COmWnbtion, 1986). 

cimpany started drilling in the southern pan of s he ~eysers (mua of castle 

Rock Springs) in 1974. Shell made an a m e n t  with the Nqrthcm California Power Agency 

(NCPA) to supply steam for two 55 MW, NCPA power plants. NCPA 2 commenced operation in 

March 1983 and NCPA 3 in 1984. Shell later sold its Wrest to the Grace Geothermal Company, 

which thcn sold it to NCPA. 

 hell 

The Mcculloch Geothermal Corporation (now MCR Geothermal Corporation) staned dril- 

ling on leases in the northeastem part of "he Geysers (Bottle Rock area) in 1976. The area 

proved to be productive and MCR agreed to provide steam for a 55 MW, unit to be operated by 

the Department of Water Resources @WR). This plant has been in operation for several yeam. 

MCR, in cooperation with DWR, has also bien developing an area one mile south of Sulphur 

Banks (South Geysers), but construction of a power plant has been halted because of the lack of 

productive wells. 

Occidental Geothermal Corporation started drilling north of Little Geysers in 1979. Many 

of the wells proved productive. Occidental has constructed an 80 We power plant, which 

started commercial power production in 1984. Occidental sold its intexcsts at The Geysers to the 

Santa k Geothermal Company, a subsidiary of the Kuwait Oil Company in 1985 (Ken Stelling, 

personal communication, 1986). 

The development of The Geysers has continued at a fast rate through the 1980's. as clearly 

shown in Figwe 2-1. The field has been extended to the northwest with the recent completion of 

the coldwater Cnek power plants (GEO Operator COQ.). However, several plants that had been 

planned (PGE 21-24, for example) wen canceled because of worries about the future availability 

of adequate steam supplies. 

\ 
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2.2. GEOLOGY 

2.2.1. Regional Geology and Structure 

The Geysers geothermal system is situated the mthem California Coast Ranges, which are 

characterized by major northwest-trending, predominantly strike-slip faults of the San Andreas 

system (Figure 2-3). The basement lithology is composed of the late Mesozoic Franciscan assem- 

blage, a diverse complex of maxim metasedimentary and metaigneous rocks highly disrupted by 

continental margin subduction, structurally overlain by the appmximately coeval, but much less 

disturbed marine sediments and ophiolites of the Great Valley sequence. The Franciscan and 

Great Valley units were deposited in widely separated basins, and wen later juxtaposed across a 

major regional thrust fault, the Coast Range thrust associated with subduction. Mid-Tertiary to 

Quaternary volcanic rocks are locally abundant in the Coast Ranges, and they an represented in 

the area of The Geysers by the predominantly Pieistocene Clear Lake volcanics, and by the 

- 

Pliocene Sonoma volcanics. The Coast Ranges an highly complex structurally, a result of super- 

position of late Tertiary to Quaternary suike-slip and Elated tectonism upon the already complex 

subduction-related deformation of the Mesozoic units (McLaughlin, 198 1). 

Franciscan Assemblage 

The Franciscan assemblage consists mainly of marine turbidite graywacke sandstones, with 

lesser but abundant chert, shale, greenstone, and serpentinized ultramafic rock, and with minor 

limestone and included blocks of eclogite and amphibolite. These rocks wen formed west of or 

over an east-dipping subduction zone situated along the western margin of the continent in late 

Mesozoic time (McLaughlin and Pessagno, 1978). Thc detrital Franciscan rocks were probably 

derived from continental or island arc sources (McLaughlin, 1981). but there is debate concern- 

ing specific source areas dth to their likely displacement or destruction by transform faulting 

and/or subduction (Jones et al., 1978). 

. 

The Franciscan assemblage is characterized hy k d l y  intense deformation, resulting in the 

occurrence of broken formations and melanges. The major deformation and metamorphism of the 
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Location of Clear Lake and The Geysers in the Northern California Coast Ranges, 
showing generalized regional geology and major fault zones (after 
McLaughlin and Pessagno, 1978). 
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Franciscan took place in late Mesozoic and early Tertky times, along an east-dipping subduc- 

tion - which stepped outward from the continent with time. Successively younger and more 

westerly slabs of Franciscan rocks wen thrust beneath the hanging wall of the subduction zone, 

and metamorphism, ranging mainly from zeolite to blueschist facies, accompanied subduction. 

The castemmost slab of subducted Franciscan rock was juxtaposed against oceanic mst and 

overlying sediments comprising the Great Valley sequence, and this contact marks the Coast 

Range thrust (Figure 24)  (Bailey et al., 1970). The age of this thrust has been determined by 

study of radiolaria in chen (McLaughlin and Rssagno, 1978) to have occurred after the start of 

the Cenomanian (late Cretaceous) 96 m.y.b.p (million years before present). 

Three bmad sub-units of the Franciscan in the nonhem Coast Ranges, the coastal, cenual. 

and eastem belts, have been recognized based on their degne of metamorphism and associated 

textural reconstitution (Blake et al., 1967), and they correlate with differences in age and lithol- 

ogy (Belkland et al., 1972; Jones et al., 1978). The three northwcst-trending belts am pmgns- 

sively older from west to east. and early to mid-Tcniary ages have been reported for the coastal 

belt (Jones et al., 1978; €via and Pierce, 1975). Metamorphic grade generally increases from 

west to east also. "he lithology of the coastal belt is typically graywacke metamorphosed to the 

low-grade blueschist facies minerals laumontite- and pumpellyite; the eastern belt is largely 

graywacke metamorphosed to a higher grade assemblage characterized by lawsonite, with schis- 

tose and cataclastic textures. The lithology of the cenual belt is more diverse, and the varied 

assemblage of Franciscan rock types is well represented; broken formations and melanges are 

common, and metamorphic mineralogy and texture arc intermediate between those of the other 

belts, with pnhnite-pumpellyite grade metamorphism characteristic. The thee sub-units of Fran- 

ciscan rocks have probably been displaced relative to one another and to the structuraliy overly- 

ing Great Valley sequence b$ strike-slip motion (MChUghlin, 1981). On a smaller scale, they are 
. 

cut into imbricate thrust slabs, which arc folded and cut by Steeply dipping strike-slip and nonnal 

faults. 

In The Geysers area, outcrops consist mainly of the central belt of the Franciscan (Figure 
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Agwe 24. Generalized map of the Clear Lake volcanic field (shaded), with major fault 

zones and the approximate boundaries of The Geysers steam field (after Hem 
et al., 1981). 
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2-5), which are characterized here and elsewhere by extensive landsliding (Berktand et al., 1972; 

Vantine, 1985; McLaughlin, 1978). Graywacke ofthis rmb-unit and of the coastal belt serve as 

host of the steam reservoir, while the mon schistose rocks of the castern belt probably play 

a lesser role (Thomas, 1981; M-ghtin, 1981). 

Great Valky !Sequence 

The Great Valley sequence comprises lightly to moderately deformed marine sediments 

depositionally overlying an ophiolite sequence (Oceanic crust) COnSiSthg of an upward pmgrts- 

sion fnw seqmtinized peridotite to layend mafic plutonic rocks, volcanic rocks, and chert (Bai- 

ley et al., 1970). The Gnat Valley m ~ s  in age from late Jurassic to late Cretaceous, and its sed- 

iments were deposited in an arc-trench gap or bre-arc basin environment near thc western mar- 

gin of the continent (McLaughlin, 1981; Dickinson, 1970). Thc ophiolite and basal sedimentary 

strata, late Jurassic in age, are significantly older than the Franciscan rocb which they svuctur- 

ally overlie across the Coast Range thrust The thrust contact is nearly always marked by serpen- 

tinite, a component rock type of the Franciscan assemblage as well as of the Gnat Valley ophiol- 

ite. Franciscan scrpentinite is characterized by a somewhat higher pa& (actinolite-bearing) 

mineral assemblage than Great Valley serpentinite (Figure 2-5); on this basis, serpentinite at the 

thrust contact, and much of the serpentinite occurring in fault zones southwest of the thrust, has 

been assigned to the Oreat Valley ophiolite (McLaughlin and Pessagno, 1978). 

In The Geysers area, the Great Valley sequence, with the exception of the above-mentioned 

serpentinite bodies, is not known to outcrop southwest of the Collayomi fault zone (the northeast 

boundary of the steam reservoir), and it does not play a significant role in the reservoir system. 

Tertiary and Quaternary Volcanic Rocks 

The Clear Lake volca$cs are the youngest and most northwesterly of a line of late Tertiary 

and Quaternary Coast Range volcanic centers increasing in age to the southeast. They lie mainly 

to the north of the Collayomi fault zone and The Geysers steam beld. Only one significant accu- 

mulation of Clear Lake volcanic rocks, the approximately 1 million-year-old silicic empions of 
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Figwe 2.5. Geologic map of The Geysers steam field, showing major rock units, structural 
units, and fault zones. Structural units within the Franciyan an those of 
McLaughlin and Stanley (1976): Unit 1 comprises rocks of the coastal belt, 
Unit 2 of the coastal and central belts, and Unit 3 of the central and 
eastern belts. Line A-A' acmss the Big Sulphur Cnek fault zone locates 
the cross-section shown in Rgun 2-8 (after McLaughlin, 197%). 
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C& Mountain @onnclly-NOlan et al., 1981). end ~ e r a l  SCIlQtred mall erupions, to the 

muthwcst of tk fault U)CIC (Figure 24). lntnrsive ro~h Elated to the Clear Lake volcanics h v e  

been ersected in drillholes, and thtse an discussed in a later section in connection with their 

implications as heat sources for the geothermal system. 

Clear Lake field comprises about U mi3 (100 km3) of volcanic rocks erupted in 100 to 

200 sepanue eruptions and ranging in age from 2.1 m.y.b.p. to about 10,OOO y.b.p. Domes and 

flows pdominate, and pyroclastic eruptions few. Overall, the volcanics span a complete 

range in composition from basalt to rhyolite, with a ratio of silicic to mafic rocks of h u t  3 to 2. 

In detail, four periods (possibly five) of major eruptive activity have been recognized, each 

beginning with one or more silicic eruptions; the oldest and youngest periods were dominated by 

mafic lavas and the intermediate periods by silicic lavas (Donnclly-Nolan et al., 1981). The old- 

est group of eruptions is widely dispersed, but each of the subsequent three groups is more local- 

ized geographically, and each occurs to the north of the preceding group (Heam et al., 1981). The 

oldest of these thne groups (1.1 to 0.8 m.y.b.p.) includes the eruptions of Mount Hannah and 

Cobb Mountain, straddling the Collayomi fault zone, while the youngest group (0.1 to 0.01 

m.y.b.p.) was erupted along the eastern and southeastern arms of clear Lake. 

Heam et al. (1981) and Futa et al. (1981) discuis the chemical and isotopic compositions of 

the volcanics, and these indicate that several of the mafic lavas had sources in the mantle. 

Assimilation of upper crustal rocks was a factor in the evolution of many of the basaltic rocks, as 

well as of the silicic rocks which were in part derived fram them. Large shallow magma 

chambers may have been important in the development and eruption of some of the silicic mag- 

mas, but their role was not dominant. PyrOCrastic eruptions comprise a minor portion of the vol- 

canic~, and it scems likely that ongoing tectonic disruption may have interfered with the develop- 

ment of large, stable cham&rs, and that faults have guided the ascent of at least some magma 

bodies to the surface (Hem et al., 1981). 

* 

'Ihe Pliocene Sonoma volcanics occur entinly to the south and southeast of The Geysers, 

with the northernmost eruption located within 6 mi (10 km) of the boundary of the steam field. 
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The Sonoma volcanics range in age from 2.9 to at least 5.3 m.y.b.p. (Mankinen, 1972), and the 

gap buwccn tk last Sonoma and 6rst Clear Lake eruptions is no more than 0.8 m.y. In con- 

to the Qeu Lake volcanics, the Sonoma volcanics include abundant small-scale ash BOWS, & 

are nlatively fiee5f quartz mnnelly et al., 1977). 

Structural and Tectonlc Setting 

The mctural framework of the northern Coast Ranges is a composite of late Mesozoic to 

early Tertiary tectonism related to subduction, cud late Tertiary to Quaternary right-lateral 

transform-related tectonism. The changeover to strike-slip tectonism repnsents a change from 

convergent to parallel plate motion at the margin of the North American plate; it corresponds 

with the initiation of contact between the North American and Pacific plates, and the consump 

tion of the Farallon plate between them, in the subduction zone dipping to the east beneath the 

continent. The relative motions of the three plates are shown in Figure 2-6, and the triple junc- 

tion, the point south of which motion at the edge of the North American plate has changed from 

subduction to right-lateral transform, can be seen migrating northward to its present location near 

Cape Mendocino. The time at which the triple junction was positioned at the latitude of The 

Geysers has been estimated at approximately 3 m.y.b.p. (McLaughlin, 1981; Atwater and Mol- 

nar, 1973). 

In the Coast Ranges, subduction-related tectonism is responsible for the intense defonna- 

tion characteristic of the Franciscan assemblage, and for thrusting of the Franciscan beneath the 

Great Valley sequence along the Coast Range thrust, and it is no younger than mid-Tertiary 

(McLaughlin, 1977% 1981). It has also caused pervasive thnrst faulting within the Franciscan 

assemblage, resulting in imbrication of the Franciscan mks into a series of subparallel, low- 

angle thrust &abs of variable but predominantly north-to-northeasterly dip. The late Tertiary to 

Quaternary strike-slip tectonism is reflected, in the area of The Geysers, in several major west- 

to-north-northwesterly Vending fault zones which dip steeply to the north or northeast, or are 

vertical, and are predominantly right-lateral. In addition, pervasive high-angle faults with 

reverse-slip components are present, cutting the Franciscan assemblage into a second set of 
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Figure 2.6. Schematic Ceno@c plate rtlationships dong the western margin of North 
American at 20.40 and 60 m.y.b.p. Motions of the Pacific, Farallon, and Kula plates 
(large anows) are shown nlative to the North American plate. Small anows show 
direction of motion across platc boundaries; double lincs an spreading centers and 
cross-hatching denotes subduction. "he triple plate junction at the interntion of 
the Mendocino fault zone (MFZ) and the North American platc has continued to 
migrate northward during the past 20 m.y. to the present position of h4FZ shown in 
Figure 2-3 (after Atwater, 1970). 
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imbricated, west-to-northwesterly trending fault blocks superimposed on the earlier-formed low- 

me imbricate suuctw. These high-angle thrusts may be  reverse-slip components of major, 

tbrwgh-ping scrilre-slip faults, and they detenninc, along with the major faults, the prevailing 

strucbrraf grain 6 the region (Thomas, 1981). Normal faults of small disphcement, trending 

mainly north to noreheast, are also present in The Geysers ana Regional late Cenozoic folding 

has occurred as well, m&ing in the fornation of broad, southeast-plunging folds. The steam 
\ 

~ reservoir occupies the northeast limb of one such stxuctuxe, the complexly faulted Mayacmas 

antiform, an extension of the Diablo antiform to the south (McLaughlin, 1978,1981). 

The major fault zones in the area of The Geysers include the Mercuryville-Geyser kak- 

Maacama fault zone to the southwest, the Big Sulphur Creek fault zone in the central part of the 

steam field, the Collayomi fault zone to the northeast, and the Konocti Bay fault zone further to 

the north in the Clear Lake volcanic field (Figures 24 ,242-7 ) .  Holocene right-lateral move- 

ment' has occurnd along and adjacent to the Big Sulphur Creek fault zone, along the Konocti 

Bay fault zone, and'probably also along the Collayomi fault zone (McLaughlin and Stanley, 

1975; Heam et al., 1981; Donnelly et al., 1976). Large-scale Quaternary displacements are docu- 

mented for the Maacama fault zone (McLaughlin, 1981), a fault that is considered by Herd 

(1979) to be an extension of the active Hayward fault zone located east and southeast of San 

Francisco Bay. 

Studies of focal mechanisms Of natural and induced seismicity in The Geysers area (Bufe et 

al., 1981; Oppenheimer, 1985) have shown that the pattern of deep faulting is predominantly 

strike-slip and normal, and that the vector of maximum compnssion in the present tectonic mss 

orientation is north-northeast to nom-south. This strcSS Orientation, along with many observed 

svucntrat feaqms, is compatible with northwest-trending, right-lateral wrench faulting, a concept 

developed fkom clay-cake models and shown to have wide-spread applicability (Wiicox et al., 

1973; Sylvester, 1984). Structural features Consistent with wrcnch faulting of this orientation 

include: en echelon north-to-north-northeasterly trending nght-lateral faults of small o m t ;  nor- 

\ 

mal faults trending north to northeast; high angle revem faults trending northeast. to east- 
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Figure 2-7. Faulting in the uicinity of the Geyscrs. (A) Small arrows shown dominant 
right-lateral sense of faulting along Maacama and Collayomi fault ~011~s. 
Large arrows show approximate vectors of n@onal compression and 
extension. (B) Schematic combination of strain ellipse and structural 
pattern associated with right-lateral west-northwesterly mnch faulting. 
Sectors of ellipse show plrcdicted displacements for vertical faults of 
various orientations (after McLaughlin, 1981 and Wilcox et al., 1973). 
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mrtbeast; east-tocast-southeasterly mnding folding; and increasing development over time of 

tbe main thughgoing right-lateral fault zone anding northwest parallel to the direction of 

shear (Figun 2-7). Similar features of approximately these orientations in The Geysers area have 

dcscr i i  abbve, and they provide strong evidence for wnnch fault mechanisms associated 

with the major fault zones, and with the Big Sulphur Creek fault zone in particular (Thomas, 

1981). 
\ 

The dming of Qear Lake and other Coast Range volcanism can be placed well within the 

setting of late Tertiary and Quaternary continentat margin tectonics. As noted previously, a pro- 

gressive decnase in age occurs along the line of Coast Range volcanic centers culminating a 
Clear Lake, and this progression and alignment cornelates well with the direction and timing of 

the migradon of the inter-plate triple junction (Figure 2-6). The initiation of volcanism in the 

Clear Lake field followed ~ithin~O.5 m.y. the passage of the viple junction and initiation of 

right-lateral transform faulting at that latitude (McLaughlii, 1977a), and similar correlations in 

timing have occurnd at other volcanic centers (Pilger and Henyey, 1979). (Movement of the 

North American plate in a south-southeasterly direction over a stationary mantle hot spot or a 

hot spot tied to the Pacific plate, have also been proposed (Hem et al., 1981) to account for the 

migration of volcanism.) 

Volcanic activity near the margin of the North American plate may be related to the sub- 

duction of thin, hot asthenosphere when the plate overrode a spreading zone boundary between 

the Pacific and Farallon plates (Pilger and Henyey, 19?9). It may also have been facilitated by the 

presence of soAcned and splintered crust at the Pacific and North American plate margins 

(Crowe~, 1974). The inception of strike-slip transform faulting after the cessation of subduction 

probably played an important role in allowing the rise of magmas to the surface, and several 

mechanisms for strike-slip-hduced extension have been proposed. On a regional scale, westward 

rotation of the azimuth of transform shear within the past 10 m.y. may have convibuted to an 

extensional reghe within the San Andnas fault system (Blake and Jones, 1978; McLaughlin, 

1981). Crowell (1974) describes the formation of pull-apart basins by strike-slip o&t at releas- 
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ing bends along faults ofthe san m a s  system in southern CaLifomia and severai basins in the 

northern Coast Ranges, including Clew Lalre basin, have probably formed in this way 

(~chughl in ,  1981). On a more local scale, WItllCh tectonics provide a means for development 

of extensional feaiuns 8ssociated with arilte-slip fautts, and such features have been described 

in connection with the alignment of vents in the Clear Lake volcanic field (Heam et al., 19811, 

and with the occurrcncc of igneous inausivc bodies at The Geysers (Thomas, 198 1). 

2.2.2. Geology of the Geothermal System 

Geological and Structural Setting 

The geothermal system at The Geysers is situated within the northcast limb of the 

southeast-plunging Mayacmas antiform. The stcam reservoir appears to be bounded to the 

northeast by the Collayomi fault zone, and to the southwest by the Mercuryville fault mne (Fig 

ure 2-7) (McLaughlin, 1981; Hebein, 1983). but its boundaries to the northwest and southeast 

have not been clearly dehed. McLaughlin (1981) estimated the reservoir depth at 2 2 mi (3 

km); Hebein (1986) estimated the depth at 2.5 - 4 mi (4-6 km). The reservoir is characterized by 

nearly constant temperatures and pressures, both increasing somewhat with depth. 

Surface manifestations of the steam reservoir ihclude hot springs, fumaroles, and altered 

ground. Hydrothermal activity is most intense along and adjacent to the Big Sulphur Creek fault 

zone (Figwe 2-7). Hydrothermal alteration is common along other faults as well, and is particu- 

larly extensive along the trend of the Memryville fault zone, suggesting that it may have been 

an earlier locus of hydrothermal discharge (McLaughlii, 1981). Hot spring discharges in the 

present system arc predominantly sulfaterich, low-chloride acidic waters characteristic of steam 

condensate fiwn vapor-dominated systemS (White ct al.. 1971; Ooff et at., 1977). Total natural 

discharge b m  the system is small, and a P o ~ o n  of that discharge results fnrm heating of 

perched gmund water contained within landslide debris (Vantine, 1985). Mercury occurs in vapor 

from the stcam field, and mercury mineralization has taken place on the periphery of the field 

(White et al., 1971). Northeast of the Collayomi fault zone, chloride-rich, low-sulphate waters 

discharge from a hot-water system underlying rocks of the Clear Lake volcanic field (Goff et al., 

\' 
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1977; Stcmfeld et al., 1983). 

 he -rat strumre of the s u ~ a c e  at ~eyse r s  consists of a'complex stacking of 

tectollic shba m d  wedges, dipping stetply to the north and northeast, superimposed over an ear- 

lier, north-tocast-&pping, low-angle imbrication (Figure 2-8) in mks of the central belt, and to 

a lesser extent the eastern and coastal belts, of the Fmciscan~assemblage (see Section 2.2.1). 

This s t rum is further deformed by major northwest-trending, high-angle strikeslip faults, and 

by southeast-plunging folds (McLaughlin, 1981; ThomaS, 1981). Steam production occurs 

mainly from fracnvcd zones in graywacke, which has low matrix permeability but is very brittle 

and able to maintain open fractures (McLaughlii, 1981), and in underlying felsic intrusive rocks 

(Hebein, 1986). Fluids Bow through open fracture networks, and the maintenance of open frac- 

tures and the reopening of sealed fhctures are key factors in the behavior of the mervoir. In the 

present regional stress regime, extension is most likely to occur along stetply dipping north-to- 

northeasterly trending faults (McLaughlin, 1981), but since few faults of this orientation have 

been mapped in most regions of The Geysers (Figure 2-7) the role of such faults in the 

Occurrence and movement of steam may be minor ('Ibornas, 1986). Other structural features 

which may be important to the behavior of the reservoir include rotated blocks and puU-apart 

wedges associated with wrench faulting in the productive zones of shallow steam along the Big 

Sulphur Cnck fault zone (7'homas, 1981), and the axial regions of folds and horsts, in which 

extensional fractures of sub-horizontal and other orientations may develop (McLaughlin, 1981). 

Heat Source 

Although the= is a close spatial association betwan The Geysers and Quaternary volcanic 

eruptions, it is d i 5 d t  to draw a direct link between the present steam reservoir and the main 

episodes of sear ~ a k e  volcdnism. TIC major portion of the volcanics, including eruptions 

younger than 1 m.y.b.p., occur northeast of the Collayomi fault zone (Figure 2 4 ,  and the young- 

est empions are in the vicinity of Clear Lake, well to the north of the steam reservoir. 

Nonetheless, felsic intrusive rocks have been intersected in numerous drill holes in the 

steam field, and they indicate that igneous intrusions have provided the heat source for the 
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pthermal system. Large volumes of rhyolitic intrusive mks found in ddll corn and  cutting^ at 

depths M shallow as 4 mi (2.5 km) have been reported by Schriener and Suemnich (1980), which 

011 tbe basis of thdr compositions and ages (1.6 to 2.7 m.y.b.p.) an probably comlative with 

clear Lake v o l d c  extrusions. Hebein (1983, 1985b, 1986) believes that febic igneous mks 

npnsenting successive intrusive pulses c~mprise lage pod- of the steam memoir. Thomas 

(1981) also notes felsic intrusive rocks Bssociatcd with shallow steam anomalies along and adja- 

ant to the Big Sulphur Cnek fault tone; these anomalies correlate with wrench fault extensional 

m ~ ,  which Thomas suggests may seme as steam conduits from deep mrccs. associa- 

tion of magmatic ascent with wrench fault structurts has also been discussed by Heam et al. 

(1981), with nspect to vent patterns in the Clear Lake volcanics.) 

The psence of magmatic inpusions may also be inferred fram the occurrence of high- 

temperature alteration zones, particularly in deeper parts of the stcam field, as described by 

Hebein (1985b) and McLaughlin et al. (1983). Stemfeld et al. (1983) describe similar alteration 

north of the steam field, where a liquiddominated system appears to be present (Goff et al., 

1977). The presence of tounnaline in these zones (associated with actinolite, biotite, garnet, or 

axinite) is suggestive of contact aureole alteration, as it may imply introduction of boron into the 

host rock from a deeper magma source. 

Despite the common Occurrence of felsic intrusive rocks, no magma body has been shown 

conclusively to exist beneath or adjacent to the steam reservoir. A large negative gravity ano- 

maly, a resistivity anomaly, and a zone of teleseismic P-wave delays arc centered north of the 

Collayomi fault zone in the vicinity of Mount Hannah (Figure 2-4) (Isherwood, 1976~;' Stanley et 

al., 1973; Iyer et al., 1981), and these have been interpreted as indicating the presence of a large 

silicic magma.chamber (Heam et al., 1981; Goff et al., 1977). However, other geophysical tech- 

niques have not confirmed thi; interpretation, and other factors, including subsurface hydmther- 

mal alteration and the pnsence of lowdensity rocks of the Gnat Valley sequence, may conui- 

bute to the gravity and seismic,.anomalies (Keller and Jacobson, 1983; Goldstein and Flexser, 

1984). Analysis of non-condensible gases in steam wells has also provided no evidence of 
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derivation from a magmatic source (Brook, 1981; Nehring, 1981). 

~arge magma chambers have probably played a role in I#rst episodes of Clear Lake volcan- 

ism, IIS suggested by shuctural, chemical, and i-c evidence (Hem et al., 1981; Bowman et 

al., 1973; Golds& and Flexser, 1984). However, their overall i m p o m  in the erupthe history 

of the volcanic field has not been major, as there have been few p@aStic enrptions. Faulting 

may have caused npeated tapping of magma bodies, inhibiting their grpwth as well as the 

buildup of volatiles necessary for large ash-flow eruptions. It is plausible that instead of large- 

scale upper-level chambers, magma has been and perhaps still is pnscnt in the mst in the 

Geysem-Clear Lake area in the form of relatively small, deep bodies. 

Hydrothermal Alteration and the Evolution of the Geothermal System 

Several distinct stages in the evolution of The Geysers geothemal system are recorded in 

alteration mineral assemblages. McLaughlin et al. (1983) describe three assemblages, the earlier 

two associated with hot water circulation, the last possibly with a change to a vapor-dominated 

system. The first stage of alteration consists of a propyllitic mineral mite, including epidote, 

amphibole, and adularia; the second stage includes sericite (or illite) and adularia; and the third 

includes calcite, sulfides of lead, zinc, and mercury, and the borosilicate datolite. Dating of adu- 

laria of the second stage indicates that the hot-water system has been active for at least 0.7 m.y. 

Hebein (1983,1985a. 1985b) also describes a generalized sequence of hydrothermal altera- 

tion that reflects evolution from a liquiddominated to a vapor-dominated system. He inteprets 

observed phyllic (illite as the characteristic mineral) and propyllitic (epidote, albite, and actinol- 

ite characteristic) alteration as sealings along the lateral boundaries, and along near-vertical, 

hydrothermally brecciated fractures and channels, of an ancestral liquiddominated system. He 

considers phyllic alteration\rtlso to be characteristic of a condensation zone in the pnsent vapor- 

dominated system, and in contrast to McLaughlin et al. (1983). he interprets the pnsence of adu- 

laria as indicative of boildown from a liquiddominated to a vapor-dominated state. 

The development of the steam reservoir from an earlier liquiddominated system, docu- 
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m e n d  in hydrothermal mineral suites, is Secn as the normal sequence in the evolution of vapor- - systenw, and the pivotal dement in that sequence would be a change in the relative 

~ t e t  of d u q e  a d  discharge. The changeover to vapor domination takes place when net 

&charge begins t6 excad ncharge (White et al., 1971); in The Geysers system a decrease in the 

rate of =charge was pbab ly  the major caw of the changcovqr. An incrcasc in heat input to the 

system, which would be compatible with the latest, high-temperature alteration suite of 

McLaughlin et f .  (1983). could also have been a factor. And an increase in the discharge rate, 

perhaps resuldng frorn enhanced ezwsion in anas of intense hydrothermal alteration and cow- 

quent rapid down-cutting into deeper parts of the system, could also have played a role (Thomas, 

1986). 

Recharge to The Geysers reservoir, which derives predominantly from meteoric water 

(White et al., 1971), is limited by the low permeability of the near-surface Fanciscan rocks, and 

has probably been further reduced by hydrothermal alteration sealing nsulting from prior 

episodes of hot-water circulation. The main areas of recharge are probably through vents which 

fed eruptions of the Clear Lake volcanics, as suggested by Goff et al. (1977). Vents beneath the 

silicic dome of Cobb Mountain, which is a major lava body, and beneath several smaller inn- 

sions and extrusions, occur within or adjacent to the boundaries of the steam Aeld (Figure 24). 

The porous silicic rocks of Cobb Mountain in particular could transmit large volumes of water to 

the system. Cobb Mountain also overlies an area of anomalously low heat flow, consistent with 

downfiow of meteoric water (Thomas, 1985). Northeast of the Collayomi fault zone, there is an 

abundance of vents, probably fractured and brecciated, of the Clear Lake eruptions, and these 

permeable conduits should provide sufficient recharge to maintain the hot waterdominated sys- 

tem present there (Goff et al., 1977; Stemfeld et al., 1983). 
\ 

Fractures and Flow in the Reservoir 

Conceptual models of the internal configuration and flow regime of the steam reservoir 

have been developed by several authors, and many aspects remain speculative and controversial. 

But there is general agreement on the lOcatiOn of the majot portion of the steam reservoir within 
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a thick body of graywacke known as the "main graywacke." Tk top of this body, which inter- - the d a c e  in outcrops near The Geysers mort is encountered through much of the sttam 

field at depbs ranging €ian 3OOO to 2 6ooo A below the surface Figure 2-8) (Thomas, 1981; 

Hebein, 1983). Rocks overlying the main graywacke are characterized by conductive heat BOW 

(Thomas, 1985). and in some parts of the field, a condensation zone occurs between those 

and the main graywacke below. The main graywacke is pbably  underlain completely or in pan 

by felsic inmdve rocks, which comprise the lower portion of the reservoir. 

Considerable disagnxment exists on many aspects of steam distribution and flow, parcicu- 

lady with respect to structural control and lateral continuity. The concept of a caprock lithologi- 

cally distinct from the underlying main pywacke, and composed of more plastic Franciscan 

rocks, largely greenstone, serpentinite, and melange, and less suited for maintaining open frac- 

tures, has been mentioned by McLaughlin (1981) and Hebein (1983). But Thomas (1981) cites 

problems with this concept of a caprock, and believes that the upper boundary of the reservoir is 

defined more by fault and fracture orientation than by lithologic difkrences -mas, 1986). 

Within the reservoir, McLaughlin (1981) assigns the major role in controlling steam flow to the 

faults and fractures associated with the low-angle imbricate slab structure of the Franciscan 

rocks, and he envisions steam moving upstructure along these faults and fracturts from a basal 

brine. This contrasts with the model of Thomas (1981). in which the low-angle imbricate struc- 

tun of the reservoir rocks plays a more limited role, while the major factors in the upflow of 

stcam arc vertical zones produced by fracnrring and faulting associated with wrench tectonics, 

which arc in turn associated at depth with igneous intrusions. In this model, lateral networks of 

open fractures also play a role in controlling the flow of steam, but only after it has reached the 

crests of the vertical conduits. The lateral networks occur within and adjacent to the low-angle 

imbricate thru& in the main,graywacke (Figure 2-8), where permeability has been enhanced and 

maintained by water flow and dissolution of mineral phases (Thomas, 1986). The high-angle 

series of reverse faults (Figure 2-8), according to Thomas, appcars to be filled and to play little or 

no role in fluid flow. 
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A m&l proposed by Hebein (1983,1985a. 1985b) also stnsses the hportance of vertical 

pnd wrench fault structural control, but d i f k ~  matlredly from Tbomas' model in 

denyin0 virtually my role in fluid flow to either the low-angle or high-angle imbricate fault smc- 

turw, 4nd in assining a very minor role to lateral permeability. The dominant features in 

Hebein's mode1 afe numerous, discrete, vertical steam convection cells or sut).reservoirs, largely 

sealed above and to the sides by sericitic alteration, which &;eloped from and are superimposed 

over eariier zones of hydrothermal alteration and brecciation. However, this conception of 

laterally discontinuous steam cells may be d i W t  to reconcile with well data relating to draw- 

down and steam entdes. Steam entry zones often occur at similar intervals in widely separated 

wells (Thomas, 1981). and this observation, as well as reservoir pressm decline maps of Lipman 

et al. (1978). suggests that significant lateral communication exists between pmducing fracture 

networks. 

23. GEOPHYSICS 

Since 1960, when commercial steam production began at The Geysers, there have been 

many geophysical surveys performed over the field area by various organizations, including 

private industry, government agencies and universities. Little of the work done by private indus- 

try has been released to the public. Chapman (1981) and McLaughlin and Donnelly-Nolan 

(1981) have reviewed most of the work done with public funds. This section draws heavily from 

these two reviews, but where possible, the results of more recent investigations are included. 

The main body of published geophysical data for the area, including gravity, aeromagnetics, 

reconnaissance electrical resistivity and some seismic refraction, was collected by the U. S. Geo- 

logical Survey as pan of h e i r  Geothermal Assessment Program. Supplementary data were also 

c o l l w d  by the California Division of Oil and Gas @oG) and by other research and academic 

inStitUtiOnS. 

The geophysical studies have dealt With the following aspects of The Geysers resource: 

(a) location and nature of the heat source 
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reservoir dimensions and boundaries 

physiccrl parameters of the reservoir and caprock 

monitoring of net mass depletion, subsidence and seismicity 

the relation between induced seismicity, the regional strcss-strain field, production 

rates and reservoir processes. 

23.1. Gravity 

Interpretations of the gravity data taken over The Geysers region have resulted in a better 

undemanding of the reservoir but have also stimulated unresolved controversies. The main 

features in the terraincomcted Bouguer-gravity contour maps (Chapman, 1966,1975; Isher- 

wood, 1975, 1976a,b,c) an two major lows: one centered roughly over Mt Hannah and the 

south end of the Clear Lake volcanic field, the second roughly coincident with the known steam 

field and commonly referred to as the "production low." Viewed separately, each low has its 

long direction oriented northwest-southeast, similar to the structural grain given by the strike of 

the major fault zones. Viewed together, the two lows seem to comprise a nearly ci~ular gravity 

feature 15 mi (25 km) in diameter and extending from Mt Konocti on the north to Middletown 

on the south (Figure 2-9). In simplest terms this feature may be related to a large intrusive- 

extrusive complex of felsic wks. 

The larger of the two lows is the Mt Hannah low (-25 mGal) which has been argued to 

represent a partially molten intrusive mass whose depth is 3 - 6 mi (5 - 10 km), depending on the 

interpretation used (Chapan, 1975,1978; Isherwood, 1975). The melt source is supported by 

the occurrence of myolitic dikes intersected by production wells at depths of about 1.5 mi (2.5 

km) (Schriener and Suemnicht, 1980). and by the OCCURUIC~ of abnormal P-wave velocities of 

earthquake-generated waveipassing beneath the geothermal field flyer et al., 1979). If the melt 

hypothesis wen cornct, The Geysers geothermal field would be resupplied by a nearly imxhaus- 

tible supply of thermal energy. However, holes drilled to l0,oOO feet (3,000 m) and more in the 

Mt Hannah area (well Jorgenson 1) have encountered a large thickness of Great Valley sequence 

8 \ 
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Figure 2-9. The Geysers area, California, showing residual graGty based +on nduction 
densities of 172 Ibs/ft3 (2760 kglhl’). Contour interval is 2 m%al 
(from Ishewood, 1975). The shaded areas are the Clear Lake volcanics. 
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sediments. This fact, plus the interpreted &ts from ckcp elmmagnetic soundings, have ltd 

a number of geologists and geophysicists to alter tbeir View of the partid melt hypothesis (A. 

Schrienu, 1986, peisonol cammuaicatiosl). Tbe low-ty sediments beneath thc Clear Lake 

volcanics could explain the gravity low. 

The production low, a residual gravity low of -3 to -5 mGal after the efBect of th Mt. Han- 

nah low is removed fran the data (Denlinger, 1979; Denlinger and Kovach, 198% conforms 

rather closely to tbc outline of The Geysers gtothermal field and to the heat flow and tcmpcratun 

gradient anomalies sssociatcd with the field (Thomas, 1985). The gravity low is sandwiched 

between the ~ e ~ ~ i l l e  thnrst fault on the west ami the Coltayomi fault-urne on the east; these 
faults arc believed to act as boundaries to the steam field. The match between the p v i t y  low 

and the thermal high arc not exact everywhere, but dw match was sufficient to prompt Denlinger 

(1979; see also Denlinger and Kovach, 1984), to derive a reservoir model on thc basis of the 

gravity data. Dcnlinger calculated a reservoir volume of 25 mi3 (100 km3 consisting of rocks 

with steam-filled pons and fractures with a density contrast of -40 to -60 kg/m3 with respect to 

the surrounding rock If a decpcr, lowdensity source is also included in the model, the shallow 

density contrast cannot be less than 4 kg/m3. The model with the deep source fits the seismic 

P-wave delay data better. Chapman (1981) point& out that the estimate of the reservoir volume 

computed from pavity data is very speculative due to the uncertainties involved in extracting the 

production low anomaly from the regional gradient and other interfering gravity anomalies. 

Furthermore, the anomaly in question is not due to so simple a geometric body as used in the cal- 

culations. The rocks arc in fact a combination of less densc melange (mainly sandstones, shales, 

and blueschist facies rocks) with zoltcs of denser scrpcntinitc, greenstone and hyolitic dikes. 

Chapman (1981) also argued that one can not use the gravity data to estimate reservoir volume 

because the "gravity low extends to the northwest well beyond the known (or likely) boundary 

of the geothermal field." However, recent drilling in the noxthwest Geysers arca by GEO Cor- 

poration has extended the field an additional 3 mi (5 km) to the northwest without encountering a 

boundary (W. Randall, 1986, personal communication). 
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One of the more fascinating aspects of gravity surveys over geothermal reselvoirs has been 

the use of repetitive, high-precision gravity and leveling surveys to determine the magnitude of 

the xm mass thane due to fluid extraction. Isherwood (1977) made such measurements during 

the 1974-1977 @nod, and found a broad decrease (-120 pGal) in gravity coincident with the 

steam production area His analysis of the decrease showed that the gravity change was too large 

to be caused by the lowering of a deep water table below the producing zone intersected by the 

wells. Analyzing the gravity change in terms of a mass loss, Isherwood found that the predicted 

mass deficiency was nearly equal to the mass of the fluid produced during the 1974-1977 period. 

As only a small fraction of the produced mass was reinjected during this period, the gravity 

results suggest that there was negligible vertical recharge from meteoric water or lateral recharge 

of cooler connate waters from outside the steam field. The rate of gravity change (4 pGal/y) 

was later confinned in a separate experiment in which a cryogenic mvity meter ncorded the 

short-term efbects over a 38day period (Olson and Warbuton, 1979). The absence of natural 

recharge of water into the steam field is consistent with the underpressured nature of the field 

(Ramey, 197Oa). A steam pressure decline since 1966 (Lipman et al., 1978). and ground sub 

sidence of over 4 in (10 cm) since 1973 (Lofgrcn, 1981) arc consistent with the mass depletion 

picture (Eberhart-Phillips and Oppenheimer, 1984). 

23.2. Magnetics 

Aeromagnetic data have been collected over The Geysers and published by CDOG (Chap- 

man, 1975) and by the U. s. Geological Survey (1973). Of the two data sets, the one by the 

USGS is more useful because of the closer line separation (1 mi; 1.6 km), the lower flight eleva- 

tion (0.86 mi; 1.37 lun), and the larger scale of the map (1:62500). The contours show a strong 

northwest-southeast trend, parallel to the dominant structural grain of the region. The grain 

Seems to be related to a fault pattern that consists of at least two major components (McLaughlin 
\ 

and Stanley, 1975): 

(1) imbricate high- to low-angle thrust faults that separate slabs in the Franciscan assem- 

blage 
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(2) steeplydipping faults with both normal and strike-slip displacane~ts that overprint 

tbe d e r  thrust faults. 

A number of discme highs (and cofiesponding polarization lows) exist that have been attributed 

to outcropping sekntinited uluamafics in slabs of the Franciscan assemblage, and to a lesser 

extent, the Clear Lake volcanics and topography. The early Pleistocene rhyolite and dacitc form- 

ing Cobb Mountain appears to have a component of =verse magnetization. 

Chapman (1981) =ported that the geothermal field is situated within a northwest bending 

magxutic low, - and the= is no evidence for a "unique" magnetic anomaly in pssociation with the 

field. Upon close examination of the USGS (1983) aeromagnetic map, it appears that within the 

DOG Administrative Boundary of the field then essentially exists only a narrow elongate mag- 

netic high (Figure 3-10). This high of 40 to 100 nT extcnds from just north of The Geysers 

Resort southeastward into Township ION., Range 8W. The high is flanked on its north and 
- 

northeast sides by lows which seem to be thc normal polarization efbects. ThC high shows a weak 

but definite correlation to a high in the Bouguer gravity map, but more importantly it shows a 

definite correlation to a narrow band of serpcntinite mapped at the surface. Tbe serpcntinite is 

considend to be a caprock overlying the fractund graywacke reservoir rocks (McLaughlin and 

Donnelly-Nolan, 198 1). 

23.3. Electrical Resistivity 

Reconnaissance electrical rrsistivity surveys have been performed over The Geysers area 

by the U. S. Gwlogical Survey and other institutions. Stanley et al. (1973) performed a dc 

bipolediple survey using five. 0.6 mi long (2 km long) source bipoles. They supplemented this 

work with a number of Schlumberger dc resistivity vertical electrical soundings m) with sta- 

tions following a west-to-east line b e g h h g  near the Bottle Rock Road, past Mount Hannah and 

ending near Lower Lake. These two techniques were concentrated northcast of the geothermal 

field and over the Mt. Hannah-Boggs Mountain ana The bipoledipole results show a large 

resistivity low (2 to 5 ohm-m) centered conformably over the M t  Hannah gravity low discussed 

in an earlier section (Figure 2-11). The VES cross-section indicates a relatively thin (IO00 - 
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Figure 2-10. Aeromagnetic contour map of The Geysers geothermal area, adapted 
from USGS (1973). The contour interval is 100 nT. 
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Figure 2-1 1. Reconnaissance bipoledipole apparent nsistivity COntOUS (after Stanley 
et al., 1973). 
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2000 ft; 300 - 600 m) layer of Clear Lake volcanics overlying a low resistivity (2 to 3 ohm-m) 

region with a very large thickness (= 3 mi; 5 km). 

Witbin the production area there are insufficient electrical nsistivity data to form the basis 

for an interpretati6n or judgment on the value of electricaVelecuomagnetk surveys for well tar- 

geting. This may be due in part to the practical d i W t y  of making electricaVelectromagnetic 

surveys in the area because of the steep, bnrsh-covered hills and man-made noise. The rewn- 
\ 

naissance bipoledipole data indicate two areas of resistivity lows, both close to local gravity 

lows; one is northwest of the Geysers Resort; the other near Castle Rock Springs (Figure 2-1 1). 

The precise geological reasons for these correlations are not definitely known, but Chapman 

(1981) thinks they are related to regions of hydrothermally altered rock or near-surface hot water. 

The second published U. S. Gtological Survey resistivity nconnaissance consisted of a 

group of audio-magnetotelluric (AMT) soundings that extended from south of Castle Rock 

Springs and followed the Lake Couhty-Sonoma County boundary toward Mount St. Helena 

(Long and Senterfit, 1976). These dad were never properly interpreted; thenfon, the results 

cannot be integrated into the overall geophysical model for the area. 

The Colorado School of Mines operated its."Megasource" time-domain EM system 

(TDEM) in the area around Clear Lake, northeast of the producing area, and obtained 245 sound- 

ings (Keller and Jacobson, 1983; Keller et al., 1984). The single source, a 0.6 mi (1 km) length of 

AWG 4-0 wire, was located in a marshy area at the southeast corner of Clear Lake. South of the 

source, in the area of Boggs Mountain, the elecuic section appears to indicate three layers: 

a surface layer, to a depth of about one km, which is resistive (- 40 ohm-m) and prob- 

ably of Clear Lake volcanics; 

a second layer, with a thickness of about two km, which is mon conductive (< 10 

ohm-m), and known from drilling to be the Great Valley sequence; 

a third layer, which is poorly resolved by the soundings and presumed to be Francis- 

can assemblage. 

\ 
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~ l g u n  2-12 from KcUer et al. (1984) compares the TDEh4 soundings r y r  the B w s  2 well to an 

induction electric log froln that well. The TDEM sounding rcsults an quantitatively similar to 

those fran the VES dc elecaic work near Mount Hannah (Stanky et al., 1973). Together, the 

TDEM and dc cleEtric sweys  give us a reasonably good pictun of the geology northeast of the 

field. Then are no published TDEM rcsults for the production lvta 

23.4. Temperature Gradient and Heat Flow 

Thomas (1985) presented the fim comprrhcnsive set of temperatun gradient and heat flow 

contour maps issued for ~ h c  ~eysers  area. TIE data cover a 100 mi2 (260 km2) ~ n d y  area. 

Temperanurcdepth data from 70 of 187 gradient holes were selectively terrainqrrccted, com- 

piled and plotted. Mean thermal conductivities Were determined for the three main nxk types 

encountered in the area: graywacke, serpcntinizcd ulaamafic mck and @eastme. Thomas 

confirmed the earlier conclusion by Urban et al. (1976) that the natural k a t  loss from the system 

is mainly by conduction. and that the temperature gradient is nearly linear down to the flm steam 

entry. Thomas could not use the thermal data to accurately determine the extent of the field 

because the data set is limited by the locations of wells with usable information For example, he 

could not use many wells that had not reached thermal equilibrium or which were too shallow to 

give reliable temperature gradients. Nevertheless, the gencal outline of the area of higkst heat 

flow (2 350 mW/m2) and highest gradient Q 35OOFltni; 120"clkm) conforms roughly with the 

within the narrow northwest- 

trending zone, which extends about 20 km in length, there seem to be two thermal "highs;" one 

centend near scc. 11 , T. 1 lN., R. 9W. (near The Geysers Resort) and the other centered near sec. 

35, T. 11N.. R. 8W. (mar Castle Rock Springs). Bosh of these areas arc closely related to local 

resistivity lorn. A more complete discussion of thermal data is given in Seaion 6.2.3 of this 

=port 

area of the gravity low refemd to as the "praduction low.'' 

\\ 
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Figure 2-12. Comparison of invened TDEM soundings collected near the Boggs 2 well with 
the induction electric log from that well (after Keller et at., 1984). The 
Great Valley sequence may be up to 1.2 mi (2 km) thick and is underlain by 
a more resistive third layer, presumed to be Franciscan assemblage. 
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23.5. Seismological Studles 

Passive Seismic 

Iyer et d. (1981) conducted a teleseismic P-wave delay study in The Geysers-Clear Lake 

area using 26 tclanetered and 12 portable seismic stations. They found a 1-e teleseismic delay 

which they subdivided into thret spatial components: 

(1) a general delay of 0.5 s centered on Mount Hannah and extending S~uthwestcrly into 

the stcam field 

(2) peak delays of 1 s near Mount Hannah 

(3) peak delays of 1 s at one station (GBO) in the steam production area 

Iyer et al. (1981) numerically modeled the low velocity zone Using ray-tracing techniques. 

Taking into consideration that Majer and McEvilly (1979) had found high velocities over the pro- 

duction area to depths of 2 mi (3 km), they assumed a flat-topped “body” With an upper surface 

2.4 mi (4 km) deep, the depth of the seismogenic zone. They found that the delays could be 

explained by a broad zone of 15-percent velocity decmse surrounding a central zone of 25- 

percent velocity decrease (Figure 2-13). The low-velocity zones extend to depths of about 20 mi 

(30 km). 

In spite of their modeling limitations, Iyer et al. (1981) concluded that their results sup 

poned the gravity model of a partial melt zone. They could not determine from the seismic data 

alone, however, if part of the delay from below the production lvea is due to the extension of the 

Mom Hannah magma chamber beneath a fractund, steam-filled mewoir. This study, together 

with the absence of earthquake foci deeper than 2.4 - 3 mi (4 - 5 km; Bufe et al., 1981) in the 

Geysers-Clear Lake area and the 10 mi (15 km) wide, 10w-Q (high elastic wave attenuation) ano- 

maly (Young and Ward, 19,81) running through the area, nheled the magma model contra- 

versy, but has shed little light on the question of mervoir geomeuy. 
\ 

In a more recent study, Eberhan-Phillips (1986) analyzed 170 local earthquakes to deter- 

mine the crustal velocities in a large area around The Geysers using a three-dimensional inver- 
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figure 2-13. Calculated depth to bottom of anomalous body required to account for observed 
delays. Top of body is considered flat and assumed to be at a depth of 2.4 mi ' 
(4 km). Numbers near station locations indicated depth in kilometers to bottom 
(+) or top (-)d of body. Normal seismic velocity outside body is 4 mi/s (6 lun/s). 
(A) 15% velocity decrease; contour interval is 6 mi (10 cm). (B) 26% velocity 
decrease; contour interval is 3 mi (5 km) (from Iyer et al., 1981). 
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sian of P-wave travel-time residuals. She found anly k k  evidence for a velocity m m a l y  

steam reservoir and no evidence far a low-velocity region shallower than 4.5 mi 0 

h) MOW Mount Hannah Her analysis did, however, reveal several other intensting features: 

(1) anomalously low velocities to at least 4 mi (6 km) d~pth along the Maacama and the 

Hddsburg-Rogers Creek (HRC) fault ~011~s; (2) low velocities 0 - 2 mi (0 - 3 km) in depth, 

associated with the Clear Lake basin, where there is a thick sequence of young volcanics overly- 

ing sediments; and (3) a high-velocity body rpproximately 12 mi (20 km) long and 6 mi (10 Ian) 

wide, below 2 mi (3 km), located southcast of The Geysers and between the Maacama and Col- 

layomi fault zones. 

u) 

Direct or indirect evidence for the high-velocity zone (3) is not appamu in any of the other 

geophysical data sets, but the zone may be related to either an extensive region of high-grade 

metamorphic rock or granitic igneous intrusives with seismic veldties of around 4 mi/s (6.3 

Eberhart-Phillips, 1986). 

The distxibution of microearthquakes was initially believed to be a characteristic of geoth- 

ermal areas, and early microearthquake studies such as those done by Lange and Westphal 

(1969) and Hamilton and Muf i r  (1972) over The Geysers field were viewed initially as useful 

for geothermal exploration. Later surveys of this type at "he Geysers and elsewhere produced 

inconsistent results and have led seismologists to re-evaluate the premise that high microearth- 

quake activity is associated with geothermal reservoirs in their natural state. Most seismic stu- 

dies at The Geysers have been done since production began Bufe et al. (1981) found a steady 

occurrence of small, shallow earthqukcs in the production area during the 19751979 period. 

The location and nature of the seismicity led Bufe et al. to conclude that most of the seismicity 

was induced by a combination of fluid withdrawal from the dready underpressured reservoir cou- 
'\ 

pled with massive injection of relatively cool condensate. 

In contrast to the results of Bufe et al., Majer and McEvilly (1979) found only weak and 

difise microseismic activity with a gened absence of microearthquakes within the production 

area and along the known fault stmctures. The lack of measured seismicity is believed to be due 
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the high thnshold level chosen as a detection Criteriok They tentatively concluded that the 

microeartbqualtes may be related to large pressure or temperature gradients or to volume changes 

due to fluid removal. If so, they reasonedt the distribution may be usefut for delineating the 

ngrvoir b o w .  However, they cautioned that the boundary may be dynamic, driven by the 

exploitation of the field. The continuous modtoring of seismicity would therefore o&r the hope 

of being able to monitor the steam zone configwation. Used in combination with production- 

injcctian rates and cumulative mass extraction, seismicity might also show some interesting 

feaarns related to depletion. 

\ 

There is ample evidence now that local seismicity (the amplitudes, occumncc rate and 

depths) is indeed related to production and not to injection. Marks et al. (1978) found that an 

increase in M 2 2 activity during 1975-1977 was about twice as high as the 1962-1963 level prior 

to production. Eberhart-Phillips and Oppenheimer (1984) studied over 7000 events recorded in 

the 1975-1982 period, and also inferred from the spatial and temporal pattern of seismicity that 

seismicity is related to production as evidenced by the spread of seismicity into new areas as new 

wells come on-line. They found no correlation between seismicity and injection wells or produc- 

tion wells in use more than seven years. They also reported an increase in seismicity to the 

northwest, beyond the Big Geysers area, where there were no production wells during the obser- 

vation period. 

Rsently, the seismic activity is considered to be benign, but it is not well understood. 

Eberhart-Phillip and Oppenheimer (1984) find only two plausible mechanisms to explain the 

microearthquake activity. There may be a volumetric conmction due to fluid extraction which 

perturbs the s u e s  field enough to cause faulting of rocks already close to brittle failure in the 

regional stress field (Majer and McEvilly, 1979). Alternatively. fluid extraction might increase 

the coeffkient of fiiction alohg fault traces SO that rocks deforming aseismically might begin to 

deform by a stick-slip (seismic) proccss ( u s ,  1982). In a more recent study to understand the 

mechanisms for seismicity within The Geysers geothermal field, Oppenheimer (1986) analyzed 

210 local earthquakes and compand the seismicity to annual fluid production. He also confirmed 
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that most of the seismicity is induced, and hc attempted to determine the inducing mechanism on 

the basis of the orientations and relative magnitudes of the principal components of the stress 

field from hult plam solutions and codations with geodCtic data He concluded that The 

Geysers is undergoing uniaxial extension below 0.6 mi (1 km) with the minimum stress wm- 

poncnt (us) oriented horizontally at appmxirnatdy N 75OW. '2he good agreement between the 

strcss field within the geothermal reservoir region and the regional sfrain-rate axes demonstrates 

that any stress pertudmions due to reservoir rock contfactl 'on must be small in comparison to the 

regional tectonic mess field. On this basis, then, opparheimer's (1986) fault plane sndy would 

support the hypothesis that the induced seismicity results €ium the amversion of pseismic to 

stick-slip deformation due to the increase in the cafkknt of friction on fracture surfaces as 

stcam is withdrawn. Both the dewatering of clays and the precipitation of dissolved silica on 

fracture surfaces as a result of pressure-temperature changes caused by production have been 

mentioned as contributing factors for the incnase in friction (Allis, 1982). However. neither 

reaction is physically realistic at 'Ihe Geysers. and therefore seismicity induced by a volume con- 

traction remain a very likely explanation. Resmroir amtraction is indicated by measured sub 

sidence of up to 1 in/yr (2 between the Mercvyville and Collayami fault zones and over 

1.5 in/yr (3 cm/y) directly over the Big Gcystrs p d u & m  am (Lofgrm, 1981). 

Oppenheimer (1986) also has tried to explain the cause of induced seismicity at depths of 

up to 4 mi (6 km), about 2 mi (3 km) deeper than the bottoms of the deepest production wells. 

Such seismicity may indicate that steam is being produced from increasingly deeper and deeper 

parts of the reservoir as time goes on, and that an extensive network of pre-existing near-vertical 

fractures must therefore be present (Figure 2-14). The data at hand were not sufficient for 

Oppenheimer to determine whether the downward propagation of seismicity is related to local 

vertical gradient in the effeqtive principal stress 03.  

O'Connell(1986) examined microearthquakes detected by means of a 9 station m y  of 3- 

component geophones over the production area The variable VflS  strumre determined by 

means of inversion (Figure 2-15) can be explained strictly on the basis of liquid saturation 
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Figure 2-14. Schematic of indpced strains within The Geysers geothermal field (after Oppcnheimer, 
1986). The dashed curves represent contours of equal suain. The wavy solid lines 
represent the fractures supplying steam to the wells. The short straight lines and 
adjacent arrows represent the sense of slip from the'iegional shea stresses. Induced 
seismicity at depths up to 2 mi (3 km) below the deepest production wells indicate 
that steam is being produced from a deep zone via an extensive network of near-vertical 
fractures. 
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(Toksbg, et al., 1976). "he peak Vp/v, at a model depthof 1.0 lon (0.37 mi or 0.6 km below %a 

level) corecsponds to thc sahvated condensation mne. "he m h h m  in vdv( at depths of 0.37 

to 1.3 mi (0.6 to 2.1 km) below sea level can be explained by the depletion of pore fluids and 

vapor staric conditions in the production zone. Fracturing, BS it is known to be at The Geysers, 

cannot explain the observed Vp/vl structure. 

0'Connel.I (1986) also found that eaRhquake foci are confined to two distinct depth inter- 

vals. Shallow seismicity is associated with production from the main rtstrvoir graywacke. 

Deeper seismicity, as Oppenheimer (1986) had also noticed, was clearly discerned. O'Connell 

(1986) speculated that the deep seismicity is caused by the upward migration of water along a 

vertical fracture system from a deeper ttservoir. This is a difirent model than that proposed by 

Oppenheimer (1986). but similar to one proposed earlier by White et al. (1971). 

Active Seismic 

Reflection seismology is widely used in petroleum exploration, and has also been used in 

geothermal exploration to resolve subsurface structures and to map faults and zones of fracturing 

or hydrothermal alteration. Only limited attempts have been made to use reflection techniques at 

The Geysers, possibly because of practical problems typical of many geothennal areas, such as: 

(1) a limited number of winding roads through a topographjcally rough arw 

(2) the difficulty of getting energy into the ground in arcas of volcanic cover. 

Denlinger (1979) and Denlinger and Kovach (1981) reponed on an experiment in the Cas- 

tle Rock Springs area intended to determine if standard reflection techniques. supplemented by 

state-of-the-art data processing, are useful for geothermal prospecting in geologically complex 

anas. Interpretable data were obtained along two short, crossed l i e s  dung winding gravel 

roads. A commercial contractor, using four Vibroseis%clcs applying four 16-s downsweeps 

over the frequency range of S8 - 12 Hz, was employed. "he geophone lines were a split-spread, 

12-fold, with a 110 ft (33 m) group interval and a cable length of 3,000 ft (880 m). Thc short sur- 

vey lines helped improve signal-to-noise at depths of 0.6 - 1.8 mi (1 - 3 km), and allowed the 

\' 
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Figure 2-15. Calculated VJV, ratio for the section at The Geysers geothermal field. TheJayend 
model was determined from an inversion of micmarthqualres occuning at depths of 
up to 2.5 mi (4 km) (from O’Connell, 1986). 
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researchers to pick up an anticlinal suucture, a dipping' layend strumre and fracture-related 

features  car the crest of the anticline, aU of which wtn confirmed by well data Among the 

reservoir duuactcristics resolved by the rekction survey was an indication that the mnstone 

acts as an impemtable cap over portions of the fractured graywacke reservoir rocks. This is the 

pastern recponed for steam occumccs in other parts of the field (McLaughlin and Stanley, 1975). 

A reflection seismic experiment using both compnsSional- and shear-wave sources was 

conducted by Rossow et al. (1983) to obtain information on the charactenstics of subsurface 

rocks under high-temperature conditions. Litfle is known about this work because only an 

abstract was published. However, the authors reported Poisson's ratios of less than 0.25 

northeast of the production area and at depths of ktwecn 3 - 7 mi (5 - 11 km). The reported 

result is perplexing in view of the normal Poisson's atio found by O'Connell(1986) b a t h  the 

production area It is also interesting that Rossow et al. (1983) found no evidence for the abnor- 

mally high Poisson's ratio that one would associate with a mal melt in the region of the postu- 

lated magma. 

2.4. GEOCHEMISTRY 

The Geysers is one of the two largest vapor-dominated geothermal systems known (the 

other is Larderello in 'kcany, Italy). These systems produce only steam fram drill holes but the 

presence of liquid water in the reservoir is well established. The role of geochemistry in under- 

standing the origin and reservoir mechanics of these systems has been significant, in part because 

the physical chemistry of water and gas is critical and in part because the pioneering researchers 

were geochemists. Although much of our knowledge of vapor-dominated systems has come from 

Larderello, Italy, where exploitation started much earlier and when most important information 

has been available to the public, there is substantial literature on the geochcmistry of fluids, 

rocks, and alteration minerals at The Geysers. 

2.4.1. Early Studies 

The first major scientific study of The Geysers was made in 1924-1926 by E. T. AUen and 
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A. L. Day of the Camegie Institute (Allen and Day, I=?). They studied the wuml fir mar ole^ 

and hot springs and their associated alteration along with chemical and physical characteristics 

of fhrid 6ucn tht eight shallow steam wells drilled in 1921-1925. These wokers also studied 

 asse en and ~eUoWstone, where they explod the relationship between of gwthcrmat activity 

and magmatism. The causative connection of magmatic activity with high-temperature gwther- 

mal beat was clear to Allen and Day and remains so now, but the mapatic origin of gases and 

dissolved salts advocated by Allen and Day for The Geysers and elsewhere remains m m v e r -  

sial. 

Allen and Day made a careful study of the natural activity, which was much more intense 

then than it is now although major decline did not occw until the 1970s. They distinguished rela- 

tively concmtrated, low-flow, acid-sulfate hot-spring waters formed by condensation of steam, 

surface oxidation of H2S to sulfuric acid, and rock leaching, from dilute neutral bicarbonate hot- 

spring waters formed by adsorption of s m  and CO, into meteoric ground water and subsurface 

reaction with rock They noted the near absence of chloride in surface manifestations, an obser- 

vation crucial to the model of vapor-dominated systems proposed by White et al. 0971). Other 

important observations included the production of saturated steam without liquid from wells; 

small total flow of the springs and fumaroles (400 Ipm) and the association of alteration, 

fumaroles and hot springs, and mercury deposits. Gases in steam from fumaroles and the few 

shallow (<a00 ft; 200 m) wells, drilled in the 192Os, were found to be rich in hydrocarbons and 

hydrogen compared with steam from Lassen and Yellowstone. 

After Allen and Day there was no specifically geochemical study of The Geysers until the 

early 1970s. whm D. E. White and his coworkers proposed their model of vapor-dominated sys- 

tems that is now almost universally accepted among workers on The Geysers (White et al., 

1971). This model was expanded by Truesdell and White (1973) and D'Amorc and 'hesdell 
\ 

(1979), who also based their interpretation on the chemical and physical characteristics of steam 

from The Geysers and Larderello and on the thermodynamics of water and gases. This model 

has provided the conceptual basis for mathematical studies of the origin of vapor-dominated sys- 
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terns and their response to exploitation. Later guxkmichl studies have used this framework a d  

emphasized the estimation of original and exploited temperatures and vapor-liquid ratios and the 

response of these systems to exploitation and reinjection of steam condensate. 

2.4.2. The Vapor-Dominated-System Model of White and Others 

 he white et al. model for vapor-dminated systems considered a reservoir consisting of 

fracturrd rock with low-permeability boundaries containing a mixture of wafer and steam. The 

reservoir is capped with a condensate-saturated zone of lower permeability and bottoms in a 

brine(?)-saturated zone (Figure 2-16). Boiling in the brine produces steam that flows upward 

along large fractures and condenses in the condensate zone. Condensate flows downward along 

rock surfaces and small pores to join the deep brine and boil again. The large diarences in den- 

sity, viscosity, and specific enthalpy of steam and water produce an efhient “heat pipe” that 

transfers heat upward with little or no mass transfer and small temperature (and pressure) gra- 

dients. The pressure gradient is close to vaporstatic, controlled by the density of vapor, which 

occupies interconnected large voids and fractures and is the continuous phase. The term 

“vapordominated” refers to the dominance of vapor in controlling pressure within the two- 

phase liquid-vapor reservoir and in determining the chemistry of fluids within and above the 

reservoir. It should be understood that the reservoir fluid may be mostly liquid by mass. 

White et al. (1971). and in more detail mesdell and White (1973). suggest that the large 

volumes of saturated to slightly superheated steam produced by these systems result from boiling 

in place of essentially immobile liquid water with heat transferred from reservoir rocks. This 

boiling results from the decrease in reservoir pressures caused by production. Although in the 

natural state some part of the liquid water in the reservoir is mobile enough to flow downward to 

balance the mass of upwar! flowing steam, all liquid water appears efkctively immobile during 

production except very-near-well water produced from some wells soon after drilling. 
\ 

The observations on which this model were based include (1) the lack of chloride in surface 

discharges; (2) the small rate of surface fluid flow relative to the large size of the reservoir and 

the amount of surface heat flow (this is more true of The Geysers than Larderello); (3) the 
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pmiuction from wells of saturated or supemCated steam alone ratfier than the steam-water mix- 

nyt produced h n  most geothermal rcservoirs; and (4) the m~rmous total production of steam, 

far morc than could have been containtd 8s vapor in a reservoir of reasonable volume. Essen- 

t i d y  all of thcse.observations except the last were made by Allen and Day, but subsequent 

scientific studies and expanded exploitation of both The Geysers and LardeRllO provided much 

additional data for the White et al. model. 

2.43. Later Models of Vapor-Dondnated Systems 

The White et al. model has pmvided a conceptual basis for many later papers involving 

geology and geochemistry as well as experimental and mathematical simulations. An extension 

of the model to include lateral steam movement and condensation was made by D'Amore and 

Thesdell (1979) on the basis of regular variations of steam composition with location at Lar- 

derello and The Geysers. These chemical variations were suggested to nsult from lateral steam 

flow away from central areas of boiling (and upflow) with progressive condensation during 

lateral flow due to conductive heat loss to the surface. The condensate migrates down to a deep 

water table and flows back to the central boiling zone. Since gases and volatile salts distribute 

themselves between steam and condensate according to their solubilities, gas concentrations will 

increase and salt concentrations decrease in residual stcam as condensation progresses. This was 

modeled by D'Amore and Truesdell as a Rayleigh process, which is similar to precipitation form- 

ing from water vapor in clouds. This model also provides a mechanism for the enlargement of 

vapor-dominated systems through rock solution by C&-charged steam condensate formed along 

and at the distal ends of steam-flow paths. The continued solution should increase permeability 

to steam wherever condensation occurs (the condensate forms along steam-flow channels wher- 

ever cooling occurs) and extend the system into new rock In the same paper, D'Amorc and 

Tmesdell reported changes of Larderello steam composition, temperature, and flow with time that 

supported the White et al. division of the rtstrvoir into CondCnSatt, vapor-dominated, and brine 

layers. 

\\ 
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The White et al. model provides the wnceptd basis for most of the numerical and experi- 

mental simulations of the origin and reservoir processes in vapordominated systems as well as 

the tbory of welt testbg h tbtse SystCmS. These d e s  BFe Outside the Scope Of this nview and 

are discussed in a'companion paper. 

24.4. Geochemical Methods of Estimating Temperature &d Steam Saturation 

Most geothermometer methods am based on analyses of liquid from hot springs or gather- 

mal wells and cannot be applied to steam samples. Thus gathennometers for vapor-dominated 

systems must be based on the chemical and isotopic composition of gases including water vapor. 

Several isotopic geothennometers have been tested at Larderello and The Geysers but appear to 

equilibrate either too rapidly (C@-H20) or too slowly (C@-Cl&) and therefore yield either 

temperam of sample collection or temperaruns deep in the system below the exploited mer- 

voir m e d e l l  and Hulstan, 1980). 

"he application of chemical gas geothennometers to vapor-dominated systems was not 

very successful initially, although some empirical gas geothermometers have been useful at Lar- 

derello and to a lesser extent at The Geysers @'Amore and Truesdell, 1980). The problem with 

earlier attempts to use gas geothennometry on va@r-dominated systems was shown by D'Amore 

et al. (1982) to result from the mixed origin of produced steam that comes in part hwn reservoir 

vapor and in part from vaporized reservoir liquid. When gases are in equilibrium in both liquid 

and vapor, each gas wil l  have the same partial pressun in both phases, but gas concentrations 

wil l  not be the same and a mixture of vapor and vaporized liquid will have gas concentrations 

m y  out of equilibrium. Using a method that Giggenbach (1980) developed for hot-water 

system, D'Amorr: et al. (1982) and D'Amore and Celati (1983) showed that by combining two 

gas equilibria with gas solub'ility data, both the nservoir temperature and the effective reservoir 

vapor saturation could be calculated. The latter quantity, called "y," is potentially very impor- 

tant in estimating reserves of vapor-dominated systems because liquid in the reservoir constitutes 

most of the reserves and should be proportional to the fraction of vaporized water in produced 

steam. This method was applied to parts of The Geysers reservoir by D'Amore and Tkuesdell 
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(1985). The study showed that &&rent areas varied greatly in y but showed very similar tern- 

p e m  (Figure 2-17). Pat of the Southeast Geysers showed y values of 0.005 to 0.1, indicat- 

ing large contributions from vaporized liquid. Wells further to the north showed y values from 

0.1 to 1 .O, indicatkg little vaporizing liquid in the reservoir. Both areas have indicated tempera- 

tures near WOOF (225'0, with the southeastern area slightly higher and the northern area slightly 

lower. A study combining these chemical methods with more traditional methods of resource 

assessment should be made to test the method. 

2.4.5. Petrologic Studies 

Rmlogic studies of The Geysers reservoir are difficult because the rock is metamorphosed, 

lithologically complex, and tectonically disturbed. In addition, core is rare, and finely powdered 

air-drilled cuttings are difficult to study. Despite these problems there have been several very 

informative pemlogic studies of The Geysers rocks. 

The most ambitious study was that of Lambert (1977), who analyzed the isotopic composi- 

tions of mineral separates from different depths in seven Geysers wells (with as many as 100 

samples from a single well). A later study by Stemfeld (1981) also used isotope methods along 

with fluid inclusions and more detailed petrology to study samples from two wells. More limited 

mineralogical studies were made by Steiner (1958) and Moore (1980). These studies were 

descriptive and did not discuss mineral origins. 

Lambert and Stemfeld studied materials from the central part of The Geysers operated by 

the Union Oil Co. (now Unocal). They came to very similar conclusions, and the following is 

based on both studies (unfortunately, stil l  available only as unpublished dissertations). 

The Franciscan Event , 
\ 

The Franciscan host rocks of The Geysers were deposited in a marine environment with 

clastic (graywacke) volcanogenic (grrenstone), chemical (chert), and igneous (serpentinite) 

units. During and soon after deposition these rocks were deeply buried in a normal geothermal 

gradient to produce low-grade greenstone metamorphism, referred to by Stemfeld as the 
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"Franciscan" event Temperatures reached 340 - a ° F  (170 - 20000 and the rock W= 

saturated with connate sea water with a 6l80 composition altered to +5 to +7 W- by oxygen iso- 

tope shift ThC record of this event was mainly prestrved in thc shallow parts of wells above the 

steam reservoir. ?hc wide range in 613C of abundant calcite in these rOcb suggests little fluid 

circulation, local origin of carbon, and (along with the shifted water "0) low water/rock ratios. 

The Geysers Event(s) 

After the Franciscan hydrothermal event The Geysers area was subjected to volcanic 

activity from Pliocene to recent time, with the activity shifting northward with time from Sonoma 

(2.9 to 5.3 m.y.) to Clear Lake (0.01 to2.1 m.y.) adjacent to The Geysers (McLaughlin, 1981). 

In the present Geysers reservoir these events were accompanied by increasing temperature and a 

replacement of the connate reservoir fluid with one derived from meteoric water. This higher- 

temperature hydrothermal reservoir was liquiddominated, as indicated by deposition of minerals 

such as adularia. epidote, diopside, tremolite. and garnet, characteristic of hot-water systems with 

moderate to high salinity and temperatures from 212 - 620°F (100 - 325OC). Isotopic and fluid 

inclusion data suggest temperatures from 430 - 610°F (220 - 320'0 and fluids with 6"O of -2.5 

to -0.5. Some evidence suggests that high temperatures (> 620OF; >325'C) extended to shallow 

depths (1800 - 2400 ft; 600 - 800 m) as a result of geopressured conditions. Release of this pres- 

sure may have been imponant in the later transitions to vapor domination. The fluid in this hot- 

water reservoir appears to have been isotopically lighter in the south-central Geysers (Lambert's 

data) than in the north-central Geysers (Stemfeld's data), suggesting either a lower water/rock 

ratio (more oxygen isotope shift) or less complete flushing of connate waters in the north. 

When this hot-water system was well established, either recharge diminishcd or heat i m u t  

increased, and steam vente! to the Surface faster than it was replaced by recharge, initiating the 

formation of a vapor-dominated reservoir (the second Geysers event). These processes resulted 

in an increase of steam saturation to form a two-fluid-phase, vapor-dominated zone that started at 

a depth of 

dominated 

about 1200 ft (400 m) and extended 

reservoir. The boil-down started at 

downward through the entire present vapor- 

455'F (235'0 because at this temperature 
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sahuated steam has its maximum enthalpy and can accurdulate stably without adiabatic segrega- 

tion into liquid and vapor. Boiling at high temperatures deeper in the system was accompanied 

by pivity OeplVMiaa of liquid that remained at that level and vapor that rose to lower-pmsm 

zones and again separated adiabatically into more liquid and steam of higher enthalpy until m a -  

imum enthalpy steam was formed. 
\ 

The fluids in the now vapor-dominated reservoir were out of equilibrium with minerals 

deposited by the d e r  system since they wen cooler [46S°F (24000 instead of 610°F (320"C)], 

much less saline (consisting now of steam condensate), and probably more acid. This last condi- 

tion resulted from the removal (in descending condensate) of bicarbonate formed by fluid-rock 

 actions and its replacement by C02 in ascending steam. C&charged condensate probably 

dissolved many of the previously formed alteration minerals where they were not sealed from 

fluid contact and attacked fresh country rock to extend and enlarge conduits. In parcicular, calcite 

was strongly leached and is nearly absent from the steam zone, although it is very common at 

shallow depths. 

The indications of higher water/n>ck ratios of more meteoric water flushing is in agreement 

with the limited data available on fieldwide pattern of chemical and isotopic compositions of 

steam at The Geysers. Rapid flow of steam, both upward and laterally, with condensate flow 

downward and back to centers of boiling, allowed the system to spread laterally and lose heat by 

conduction at the top and sides so that heat flow through the system was nearly constant despite 

lower reservoir temperatures. 

2.4.6. Fieldwide Steam Composition Patterns 

Altbw@ isolated steam analyses have been quoted (e.g., in White et al., 1971) and samples 

of drill core and cuttings from a few wells have been studied, very few data on fieldwide varia- 

tions in steam (or rock) compositions are available. Although presenting data for only part of the 

field, Haizlip (1985) described oxygen isotope variation from 6'*0 values of -7 in the southeast 

to nearly +3 in the northwest. This extreme range is from near meteoric water composition to 

close to that of the isotope-shifted connate water that occupied the Jurassic-Cretaceous Geysers 



reservoir (-5). "his observed range in stcam isotopes' with suggestions from isotope 

and- of minerals that them was a lower waterhock ratio or more residual amnatc water in the 

northern part of thc field during the Pliocenc('?)-ncent hot-water event (Stemfeld, 1981). Data 

on steam compositions at the power plants suggests higher total gas and H20 to the northwest 

(see Section 6.2.6). This could also (along with increasing "0 ) result from a lower water/rwk 

ratio or more residual connate water, either during the past hot-water event or at present below 

the sttam reservoir. 

2.4.7. Summary 

The Geysers is a large, complex geothermal field whose origin, fluid compositions, host- 

rock properties, and reservoir processes are still imperfectly known, despite the drilling of 

numerous wells and a relatively long period of production. Part of this lack of understanding is 

due to the reticence of the steam producers to sharc information or encourage outside research. 

The situation is also a result of the complexity of the reservoir, the difficulty of sampling uncon- 

taminated fluids from specific depths in the system, and the required sophistication of studies of 

the reservoir rock Despite these problems, the properties of The Geysers as a vapor-dominated 

system are becoming clearer. The "heat-pipe" model of convection in these systems, first 

described by White et al. (1971). has reached near-universal acceptance and explains qualita- 

tively most of their important characteristics, including high productivity, uniform pressures and 

temperatures and, through later extensions @'Amore and Truesdell, 1979; Thomas, 1981), the 

large reservoir size and local variations in steam chemistq. 

There are encouraging indications of advancement in geochemical studies and knowledge 

of The Geysers. Sophisticated models for gas equilibria and phase distribution hold promise for 

estimation of reservoir liquid resewes @'Amore et al., 1982). Greater cooperation between 

steam producers along with compilation of public but scattered data (as in this volume) will 

encourage fieldwide studies of fluid and rock geochemistry. 
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25. RESERVOIR ENGINEERING 

over H)o wells have been completed at The Geysers since drilling commenced in the 

1 % ~  Luge amounts of reservoir engineering data have been collected from the wells, espe- 

cially since the late 1960s. when large-scale power production began These data include 

tanperawessure surveys, rig test data, wellhead data, pru@ction and injection histories and 

pressure transient test data. Many of the wells have been producing for over a decade, yielding 

flow rate histories that reflect changes in reservoir conditions. Unfomnatcly, much of the reser- 

voir engineering data from The Geysers field are proprietary and not available in the open litera- 

ture. However, papers and reports have been published that describe in general terms the reser- 

voir behavior prior to and during exploitation. The most comprehensive reviews include those of 

Ramey (1968). Lipman et al. (1977) and Dykstra (1981). Allan and Day (1927) give a very 

detailed description of the characteristics and behavior of the early wells drilled in The Geysers 

ana. The pesens review is primarily based upon information given in those references, but also 

includes recently published information. 

25.1. Reservoir Rocks 

The main reservoir formation at The Geysers is the Franciscan gmywackc, which is a 

metamorphosed sandstone containing considerable amounts of clay (Ramey, 1970a). The 

graywacke is extensively fractured, but also contains large blocks of rock with few or no major 

fractures. Many of the productive fractures (steam entries) in the northern and central part of the 

field can be conelated between wells, and indicate near-horizontal trends (Thomas, 1981). Much 

less is known about the fractun characteristics of the southern part of the field (7’. Box, personal 

communication, 1987). Some steam-filled fractuns are also found in some of the other lithologic 

units such as the greenstone, The caprock does not appear to correlate with lithologic unia mo- 
mas, 1981). but is probably created by crystalline deposits forming hydrologic seals in various 

rocks. 

Well test data collected at The Geysers show that the overall reservoir permeability is fairly 

high due to high-conductivity fractures and faults. Capuano (1979) estimates that the fracture 
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pomsity in The Geysers reservoir is in the range of 1 - 3%. Little is known about the hyblogi- 

cal properties of the rock matrix. Limited core studies indicate a maaix porosity of 3 - 7% and 

permeability of less than 1 md (Lipman et al., 1977; Dykstra, 1981). R u e s  and Narasimhan 

(1982) concluded ' h n  a modcling sndy that if subsuuuial fluid reserves exist in liquid form in 

the matrix, the matrix permeability must be very low (microdarcies), for only steam to recharge 

the hcture system. 

In many areas of The Geysers a condensation zone with liquid-filled fractures and mauix 

exists above the vapor-dominated zone (Ramey, 1 9 7 0 ~  Hebein, 1982). Schuben and Straus 

(1980) have shown that for such a liquid zone to be stable the permeability connecting it to the 

vapor-dominated zone must be less than 0.04 md. 

25.2. Thermodynamic State 

The Geysers is the largest known vapor-dominated reservoir in the world. The distinctive 

feature of this type of geothermal system is that vapor is the pressureantrolling phase. Vertical 

pressure gradients are small. on the order of vapor-static mesdel l  and White, 1973; Celati et al., 

1975; Lipman et al., 1977). Undisturbed reservoir temperatures are usually close to saturated 

values at given pressures, and are near 465°F (240'0 at the top of the reservoir (Truesdell and 

White, 1973). Substantially higher temperatures, in excess of 570°F (300°C). have been observed 

at greater depth (Drenick, 1986). In the early literature there was considerable controversy over 

the fluid and heat-flow conditions in vapor-dominated systems (Facca and Tonani, 1964; Elder, 

1965; Ramey, 1970a; Facca 1973). Much of the disagreement was concerned with the presence 

of liquid water, and its distribution in vapor-dominated reservoirs. White, Mufir ,  and Thesdell 

(1971) proposed a comprehensive conceptual model for these systems, which has found general 

acceptance in the technical,fommunity. The essential elements of the White et al. model are (1) 

the recognition that vapor-dominated reservoirs are two-phase (vapor-liquid) systems, even 

though liquid may never appear in well discharges; and (2) the explanation of vertical heat 

transfer in these systems by means of a vapor-liquid counterflow mechanism known as "heat 

pipe" (see Figure 3-16). Heat pipe systems can form when a permeable medium containing a 



volatile fluid is subjected to an imposed heat flux (Easmndn, 1968). They can transport large heat 

fluxes over ngions of small temperature gradients by means of a vapor-liquid counterflow 

ma3mism: liquid is vaporized at the “ h t ”  end, and the vapor flow towaphthe cold end when 

it condenses, n W g  i o  large latent heat of vaporization. The liquid condensate, then flows 

back towards the hat source. In engineered heat pipes the backflow of liquid is generated by 

capillary forces, whereas in vapor-dominated reservoirs the bunterflow is due to gravity. ~ h c  

heat pipe model explains the main heat transfer mechanisms in vapor- dominated reservoirs. It 

does not describe the distribution of liquid water, nor does it address the question of how vapor- 

dominated conditions can evolve naturally. 

253. Phase Composition 

From the large cumulative production obtained from The Geysers reservoir, it has been 

concluded that most of the fluid reServes wen originally in liquid form, because the large pro- 

duced mass, if present in vapor fom, would require an unreasonably large reservoir thickness 

(James, 1968; Nathenson, 1975; Weres et al., 1977). The amount of liquid present, and its d i d -  

bution throughout the reservoir, have not been established. From a consideration of vaporization 

processes and production enthalpies, ’hesdell and White (1973) have suggested that the satura- 

tion of disvibuted liquid is in the range of 20 - 50%. Additional liquid is supposed to be present 

in a “deep water table” (White et al., 1971; D’Amore and Truesdell, 1979). Most investigators 

have held that distributed water-saturation in vapor-dominated systems is near the imducible 

limit of perhaps 3096, and have considered that higher water saturations an incompatible with 

the small vertical pressun gradients (e&, Grant 1979; Straus and Schubert, 1981). More recently 

it was suggemd by Ruess and Narasimhan (1982) that vapor-dominated mservoirs could be 

nearfy fully water saturated, the small vertical pressure gradient being consistent-with the pres- 

ence of mobife water in a fhctured porous medium with small permeability of the unfractured 

rock (the “cracked sponge” model of Wens et al., 1977). The hypothesis of large water satura-, 

tion has recently obtained independent support from geochemical observations. From an analysis 

of non-wndensible gases it was concluded by D’Amore et al. (1982) that a very large fraction of 
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fluids produced at "he Geysers (up to 99%) originated frbm boiling of liquid phase in the reser- 

voir. Additional support for the hypothesis of d y  full water-saturation is obtained from con- 

sickrations of the natural evolution of vapor-dominated systems (see below). 

25.4. Natural Evolution 

It is now well established that vapor-dmhated rescwoirs have evolved from liquid- 

dominated pncursors with significantly higher t anpe ram at depth (Stemfeld and Elders, 1982; 

Hebein, 1983, 1985b). The nature of the events which triggered the evolution towards a vapor- 

dominated state, and the role of geochemical and geomechanical processes in this evolution, are 

highly speculative at the present time. Noting that all known vapor-dominated reservoirs occur in 

a fractured-porous hydrologic setting, R u e s  (1985) suggested that a combination of fracture and 

matrix permeability is a prerequisite for the evolution of a vapor-dominated state. Using numeri- 

cal simulation he demonstrated that a limiteddischarge event can cause a liquiddominated sys- 

tem in fractured rock to evolve vapor-dominated conditions with very large liquid saturation (on 

the order of 90%). White et al. (1971) had suggested that chemical self-sealing would be an 

important part of the processes leading up to a vapor-dominated system. This suggestion was 

recently taken up by Ingebritsen (1986). whose simulation studies confirmed that permeability 

decline with time in recharge zones, such as would be expected from mineral redistribution, can 

in fact cause vapor-dominated conditions to evolve. A very significant feature of vapor- 

dominated systems is that the undisturbed temperatures near the top of the mervoir are invari- 

ably close to 570°F (240°C). Noting that this temperature is near the point of maximum of 

saturated steam (450'F; 235OC), James (1968) and others proposed 450°F; 235OC). James (1968) 

and others proposed a mechanism by which decompression of hotter steam rising from depth 

would eventually lead to accumulation of steam in maximum enthalpy conditions at the nservoir 

top. Ingebritsen (1986) noted that his simulations failed to converge toward the temperature of 

maximum enthalpy steam, even though the relevant thermodynamic features of wakr and steam 

were adequately represented in the simulator he was using. He suggested that some alternative 

mechanism would be needed to explain the observed temperatures. Ingebritsen's findings are 

\' 
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consistent with unpublished work of one of the authors &ess). In OUT simulations we mtcd that 

the rate of stcam condensation fiom decompression at conditions above the maximum enthalpy 

point is mgligiily small in comparison to condensation fram conductive heat loss to the capmk 

(Rues, to be pubiished). 

235. WellTesting 

The standard practice at The Oeysers is to flow a new well soon after drilling is completed 

to investigate its flow capability. After the flow period pressure buildup data are collected and 

used to compute the permeability-thickness product (kh), the Skin value of the well and the reser- 

voir pressure. Rssure buildup tests are also performed on selective wells periodically to moni- 

tor the pressure decline in the reservoir and to investigate if changes have occurmi in the skin 

factor or the kh product. It is estimated that around SO pressure buildup tests are conducted annu- 

ally at ?he Geysers. 

Unfortunately, only few pressure buildup data have b a n  published in the literature. Furth- 

ermore, for many of the buildup tests published, the comsponding wells arc not identified with 

their proper names. Thus, from the published data one can at best obtain some representative 

values on kh and skin for The Geysers field. 'Pressure buildup data from Geysers wells have k e n  

published by Ramey (1970b, 1976). Ramey and Gringarten (1976). Strobel (1976, 1978), 

Economides and Fehlberg (1979) and Economides et al. (1980). 

The pressure buildup tests analyzed by these investigators indicate that many of the tests 

show wellbore storage e€kts (unit slope on log-log plots). Some of the buildup test data show 

fracture e m ,  illustrated by 1R slope on loglog plots (Ramey and Gringarten, 1976; 

Econornides and khlberg, 1979). However, the most characteristic feature of pressure buildup 

tests at  he Geysers is the apparent constant pressure conditions close to the wells (Ramey, 

1970% Strobel, 1976; Lipman et al. 1977). The exact cause for this behavior does not a&ar to 

be known at present. Possible explanations include strong vertical recharge from depth or pres- 

sure stabilization due to boiling in the vicinity of the wells. Some of the pressure buildup tests 

also exhibit linear flow eflkcts (Ecommides et al., 1980). 
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The results of the analysis of available buildup tests indicate that the kh of the reservoir 

ranges from 6,000 to 100,000 m d 4  (2 - 30 DID). Repeat measurements of kh for a given well 

give remarkably consistent results (Strobel, 1976). Most of the wells have negative skin, indicat- 

ing strong -e efbects close to the wellbore. In general, one would not expect positive skin 

The Geysers because the wells are drilled with air. Typically the skin values reported in the 

literature range from -1 to -3. The flow rates reported for the wells range from 100,OOO to 

200,000 1- (12 - 24 kg/s). 

The major problem with analyzing pressure buildup tests at The Geysers is steam conden- 

sation in the wellbore (Strobel, 1976). Condensation efbecu may mask any portion of the buildup 

data depending upon the well and formation characteristics. Other problems arise when only 

wellhead data are measured, as the downhole pressure must be computed for a given d a m  

which is often arbiuarily selected as the mid-point between the first steam entry and the deepest 

one. 

Some interference tests have been conducted at The Geysers as reported by Economides et 

al. (1980) and Mogen et al. (1985). Perhaps the first "interference test" reported on Geysers 

wells is that described by Allen and Day (1927). They reported that "notwithstanding that the 

wells wen close together, the pressure of neither seemed to be aflkcted by the discharge of the 

other. Also, when either well was allowed to discharge continuously for months and then closed 

again the pressure soon attained the same value as before." "his indicates good permeability 

and strong recharge, which agrees well with the results of Mogen et al. (1985) for interference 

testing of the Thermal Shallow reservoir. They found permeabilities ranging from 100,OOO to 

2,000,000 md-ft (30 to 700 Dm) for this shallow anOmaly (Figure 2-18); these values are much 

higher than those obtained for the underlying reservoir (Ramey, 1970a; Mogen et al.. 1985). 

Mogen et al. (1985) also p&fomed analysis Of enthalpy and tracer data and developed the con- 

ceptual model of the Thermal Shallow reservoir shown in Figure 2-18. The model shows upflow 

of steam from the main Geysers reservoir and lateral flow from the core of the shauow anomaly 

to the margins. Between the shallow reservoir and the underlying main reservoir there is a con- 
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Figure 2-18. The Thermal Shallow reservoir - a conceptual model and the permeability didbution 
(Mogen et al., 1985). 
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densation layer, as reported earlier by Ramey (197Oa). More detailed discussion of the available 

well test data fram Thc Geysers is given in Section 8.0. 

25.6. Production and Pressure Decline 

As illustrated in Figure 2-1, it is estimated that over 200 billion Ibs (I00 billion kg) of steam 

have been produced at The Geysers since 1968. Although initially it was believed that steam 

production would remain fairly constant with time and no significant pressure decline would 

occur at The Geysers, it is now well established that the wells decline in productivity with time 

and that significant pressure decline has occurrcd (Ramey, 1 9 7 0 ~  Lipman et al., 1977; Dyksaa, 

1981). The flow rate decline from the wells is o&et by infill drilling or expansion of the wellfield 

feeding a given power plant. Lipman et al. (1977) state that on the average one (1) make-up well 

per year must be drilled for each 100 MW, unit. 

Well productivity varies F a t l y  from one well to another, which is to be expected given the 

heterogeneous, fractured nature of the resource. An average well produces some 150,OOO Ibs/hr 

(20 kg/s), but the productivity is highly dependent upon the formation permeability and the diam- 

eter and overall completion of the well (Budd, 1972; Sutter, 1980). Experience at The Geysers 

has shown that largediameter wells arc more economical because of the higher flow rates 

achieved (Drenick, personal communication, 1985). Steam rates in excess of 300,000 1- (38 

kg/s) have been obtained for some of the best producers at The Geysers. Wells at The Geysers 

show flow rate decline with time, which is caused by pressure decline in the reservoir due to fluid 

extraction (Budd, 1972). Ramey (1970a) noted that all of the wells available in 1968 showed 

measureable pressure decline. 

The rate of production decline varies greatly between wells and also from region to region 

within The Geysers area. Bpdd (1972) published decline curves for various well spacings based 

upon a theoretical model and estimated that a 50% flow rate decline would occur in 5.15 and 25 

years for well spacings of 5,20 and 45 acfes, rtspcctively (Set Figure 2-19). Dykstra (1981) used 

\ 

actual flow 

decline in 

histories from 18 

flow rate occurs 

wells at The Geysers and concluded 

after about 8 years of production. 

that, on the average, a 50% 

He also concluded that a 
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Figun 2-19. Flow rate decline a w e s  for steam wells based on model studies (Budd, 1972) 
and limited production data (Dyksua, 1981). 
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harmonic-type model (Fetkovich, 1973) with b = 1 best represented the flow rate decline. How- 

ever, one must be aware that the wells used by Dykstra (1981) were completed in areas with well 

spacings varying from 40 acres to about 5 acres. 

In addition tb well spacing, many other factors afhct the flow rate decline. Using a fracture 

model proposed by R u e s  and Narasimhan (1982) that assumes significant fluid reserves in the 

rock matrix, Bodvarsson and Witherspoon (1985) evaluated the e m t s  of various parameters on 

the flow rate decline. They concluded that the main parameter controlling the flow rate decline is 

k,,@, where Ir, is the matrix permeability and D is the average fracture spacing. Brigham and 

Dee (1985), on the other hand, used a model that assumes that the fluid reserves are primarily 

associated with a deep water table. They found that thc long term flow rate decline depends pri- 

marily on the flow resistance in the primary pathways fram the steam entries to the deep water 

table. hence, the fracture permeabilities. 

Information on the pressure decline at The Geysers is given by Ramey (1970) and Lipman 

et al. (1979). Ramey (1970a) concluded that the pressures in the Thermal Shallow reservoir had 

declined from 200 - 270 psi in 1926 to abu t  130 psi in 1966; during this time an estimated 46.9 

billion lbs (22 billion kg) of steam wen produced. With further development the pressure 

decline spread both areally and into the deeper p k  of the reservoir. Lipman et al. (1977) pub- 

lished a contour map of the pressure conditions in 1977; this map is reproduced in Figure 3-20. 

In 1977. Units 1 through 11 were on-line; all of these units are located in the Sulphur Banks area 

(Units 1 through 6) or in state lease PRC 4596 (Units 7.8 and 11). with the exception of Units 9 

and 10, which arc located in state lease PRC 4597. some 2 to 3 mi (3 - 5 km) south of Sulphur 

Banks. Figure 3-20 shows that in 1977 the pressure had declined by 150 - 200 psi (10 - 13 bars) 

in those areas when most production had occurxed (Sulphur Banks and Happy Jack). The PES- 

sure contours as drawn by’bpman et al. (1977) also suggest that the fracture system at The 

Geysers is interconnected over large areas, as the pressure sinks for the various units seem to 

grow together. 

units had only 

A possible exception is the area to the southwest (Units 9 - lo), but in 1977 these 

been on production for 3 to 4 years. No information has been published on the 
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Figure 2.20. pressure conditions (in psi) in The Geysers reservoir in 1977 (after Lippmann 
et al., 1977). 
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pressure decline in the reservoir since 1977. 

25.7. Reserves 

Evaluation gf fluid reserves is much more difhdt for vapor-dominated systems than for hot 

water or two-phase liquiddominated reservoirs. Thc main problem is in evaluating the disuibu- 

tion and amount of liquid water, as it is well established that most of the stcam produced ori- 

ginates as liquid water in the reservoir @'Amon et al., 1982). It is c~rnnt ly  not known whether 

the bulk of the stcam produced comes fram boiling of a deep water body or from boiling of liquid 

nserves originating in the tight matrix blocks. 

Reserve estimates for parts of The Geysers nservoir have been made wing the so-called 

Ph method developed for gas reservoirs (Craft and Hawkins. 1959). Ramey (1970a) argued that 

this method could be applied to vapor-dominated systems, since they must be condned laterally, 

because of the low nservoir pressures. Bodvarsson and Witherspoon (1985) performed model 

calculations and found that the Ph method generally gave reserve estimates which were accurate 

within a factor of two, although the theoretical basis of this method for boiling systems is ques- 

tionable m e s s  et al. 1979). Ramey (1970a) estimated the steam reserves of thc Shallow Ther- 

mal reservoir to be 88.1 billion lbs (40 billion kg) using the Ph method; it was later found that 

most of the steam recharging this reservoir comes from depth (Lipman et al., 1977). 

Another approach that has been applied to The Geysers field is reserve estimation by 

volumetric means. Dykstra (1981) estimated the anal extent of the reservoir by using data on 

first steam entries. Assuming that the reservoir extended to a depth of l5,OOO ft (4570 m) below 

sea level, he obtained a reservoir volume of 9 x 10l2 cubic feet (3 x 10 11 m 3 ). Furthermore, he 

assumed a reservoir porosity of 8% and initial liquid saturation of 50%. yielding a total heat con- 

tent of 9 x lo1' Btu (1 x lQ1* Joules), and total tluid content of 2 x 1019 lbs (1 x 1019 kg). By 

assuming heat recovery of 20% the estimated generating capacity is 120,000 Mw-years, or 2000 

MWe for 60 years. 
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25.8. wection 

Water injection started in 1969 in the Sulphur Banks area, With Well SB-1 being converted 

fnrm a produar to an injector (Dykstra, 1981). In the beginning the primary objective of the 

injection was to di*spose of the condensate (Gulati et al., 1978). The injection wells were located 

far frcwn existing producers and the injection interval was deeper than the producing interval of 

nearby producers (chastem, 1976). With increasing steam production in the early 1970s new 

injectors w e n  put on-line; in 1975 five wells weft used for injection, all of which were drilled as 

potential producers. 

As more experience with injection was gained the beneficial effiects became apparent. 

Gulad et al. (1978) describe a tritium tracer experiment performed in Sulphur Bank 1 in 1975. 

The results of the experiment showed that at least some of the injected water was vaporized and 

produced as steam. The tracer test also showed that the injected fluids dispersed widely in the 

reservoir, as the tritium was produced in 20 diiFcrent wells. In 1979, Unocal started supplement- 

'* . 

ing the condensate by injecting water from the Big Sulphur Creek Also, some of the recent 

injection wells have been drilled near the center of the field in an attempt to reduce the rate of 

pressure decline (Dykstra, 1981). Figure 2-1 shows that at the end of 1985, about 60 billion Ibs 

(30 billion kg) of water had been injected; this amounts to about 25% of the total steam pro- 

duced. 

In general, the problems encountered with injection have been rather small. The injection 

wells are generally located at topographic lows to take advantage of gravity drainage (Dnnick, 

1985). However, there have been problems with injectivity decline of some wells, believed to be 

due to plugging of factures with elemental sulphur, which is readily remedied by shuttingin the 

well and letting it heat up (Chasteen, 1976). In some wells, water breakthrough has been 

observed, which has been ovefrome by reducing the injection rate of selected injectors or by 

deepening the injection interval. 

\ 

In the future one expects that injection on a much larger scale will be implemented at The 

Geysers. Experience with injection at the vapor-dominated system at Larderello, Italy has 
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indicated high return of the vaporized water, with no measurable changes in wellhead tempera- 

turcs of producing wells (Bemami et J., 1985). Rcscntly, some 6eld operators at The Geysers 

an considering bringing in water &an other ueas to supplement the water already being 

injected. 

25.9. Summary 

Large mounts of reservoir enghcring data have been collected at The Geysers, only a 

fraction of which is available to the public. Over 300 wells have been drilled at ?he Geysers, 

indicating the enormous size of the reservoir. 'Ihe wells have given information regarding the 

thermodynamic conditions of the reservoir. the geological charactc!istics, formation properties 

and production histones. This has allowed the development of 1 amCCptud modcl that explains 

some of the essential heat m f e r  processes occuning in vapor-dominattd rystcms (White et al., 

1971). 

However, many questions still =main, especially regarding the mount and distribution of 

liquid water, the fracture characteristics of the fornation and long-term eficts of injection. The 

lack of understanding of the fracture system reduces the success of drilling productive wells, and 

limits the understanding of steam migration within thc reservoir. The bporlancc of injection 

seems to k recognized and should k investigated thoroughly in the years to come. Other ques- 

tions that need to k addressed include the prevalence of tcmperaturcs of 465OF (240°C) u the 

top of vapor-dominated systems, and the fluid and k a t  flow processes at the "deep end" of these 

systems, where substantially higher temperatures have been encountered. 



3.0. THE GEYSERS DATABASE 

3.1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Geysers database consists of well locations, elevations, directional surveys, lithologic 

data, steam entries, production and injection data, pressure and temperature data, and geochem- 

ical data. The data come from several sources, but primarily from the California Division of 

Oil and Gas (DOG), and frPm the Sacramento office of the California State Lands Commis- 

sion. The DOG data were sent to us on tape, but most of the State Lands data had to be 

obtained by visiting the SLC office in Sacramento, and copying most of the files. The database 

is by no means complete, and efforts are being made to obtain the missing data. 

The data are stored in tables within an INGRES database called “GEYSERS.” Wells are 

identified by an Amencan Petroleum Institute (API) number, which is a unique number 

assigned by DOG, and by a lease name followed by an operator number. The API number is 

an 8 digit number, containing a county code in the second and third digits (11 = Colusa, 33 = 

Lake, 45 = Mendocino, 55 = Napa, and 97 = Sonoma). Most of the wells are located in 

Sonoma County and for these wells the API number starts with 097. The lease name and 

operator number are not always consistent from the various data sources. In most cases, the 

lease names have been assigned to match the DOG records. 

Table 3-1 lists the tables contained in the database. Data from the tables can be rrtrieved 

and manipulated based on ai numbers, well names or data parameters. 

3.2. AVAILABLE DATA 

3.2.1. Location Data 

Location data contained in the Geysers database are from several sources. Because of the 

different sources, the data are contained in separate tables. The primary source is a tape from 



"able 3-1. LSst of tables contained in the INCRES DBMS for The Geysers 

AvrilPblC Number of 
Table Name Data wells 

DOG 

KBLOC 

UNLOC 

GSLOC 

GRC 

DS 

DSST 

CASE 

ENTRY 

LITH 

HEATFLO 

SHPRESS 
RIGTEST 

GAS 

LEASELIST 

BUILDUP 

Monthly production 
md p r e S s ~ S  

well Iocuions in c8Iifornia 
Lamben coordinates; 
Kelly bushing ekvrtions 

well Iocatiw in California 
Lamkn coordinates 

Well locations in CaIifomia 
Lamkn cwrdinates 

Well locuions in mcocrs 
from section CQ~CIS. 
elevations, completion dates 

Directional w e y s  

Directional surveys for 
sidetracks and rebills 

Well using diameters 
and lengths 

steam eMies 

Lithologic summaries 

Tempcram data 

Shut-in FWCS 

Flowing pnstrnrs 

Noncondwible 
g ~ s t o r u i n t i o s  

w nunet, operattar numbat, 
tcction,,swnship. range. 
comp1etib dam 

ReJsun buildup dur 

USGS Open Fb Repart 

GRC 
Report 

SLC dles (Srenmento) 
DOG dls (Suua Rose) 

SLC dles (Sacramento) 

DOG dles (Sam Rosa) 
SLC dles 
(drillingtwnmrries) 

SLCdfermd DoGfiles 
SLC6lUmdDOGb)CS 

Dick 'Ihomrrs 

SLC dles 
SLC flier 

SonamrcOuntyAir 
Qu8lityDisuict 

From otbcr ubks 

3 10 

49 1 

340 

229 

336 

172 

217 

197 

21 1 

165 

63 

71 

6- 
P b U  

477 

22 



Unocal, supplied by DOG; the data are contained in the table UNLOC. These are the results of 

surveys of all of Union's 350 wells as of February 1986. nKse data are believed to be the 

most accurate information on the locations for welts at The Geysers. In addition to these loca- 

tion data, we have used well locations from USGS Open Fde Report 82-410 (Reed, 1982b). 

This report contains surface locations of 229 wells in The Geysers geothermal field. These are 

contained in the table GSLOC. Both the Union and USGS well locations are given in feet, 

referenced to California Lambert coordinates. These two data sources (UNLOC and GSLOC) 

were combined in a table called COMLOC, which contains best available well locations con- 

\ 

sidering both data sets. Additional well locations wen obtained from a map supplied by SLC, 

which we have digitized. In total we have well locations for 491 wells at The Geysers. 

In addition to California Lambert coordinates, we also have well locations from a Geoth- 

ermal Resources Council Special Report (Reed, 1982a). These locations are given in distance 

from the section comers, in meters, and are contained in a table called GRC. This table con- 

tains locations for 336 wells. Additional data for distance from section comers are contained in 

well summary reports. 

Another helpful table containing locations is called LEASELIST. This table contains, in 

addition to locations, the lease name, opentor number, API number, section, township, range, 

and completion date for all 491 wells in the database. 

3.2.2. Elevation Data 

Elevations for the wells, as well as the elevation of the kelly bushing, from which most 

data is referenced, are given in the GRC report (Reed, 1982b), and have been incorporated into 

the GRC table. In addition, the kelly bushing elevations, in feet, along with the California 

~ a m t m  coordinates, are given d the table called KBLOC. mese are used for plotting pur- 

poses. If the elevation is not known, a value of 1999 appears in the column "kb". This vdue 

represents a typical elevation at The Geysers. These will be converted to me elevatiom 11s 

these data become available. 



323. Directional Surveys 

Directional Surveys for 172 wells were obtained from SLC files in Sacramento, and from 

DOG files in Santa Rosa (courtesy of Ken Stelling). Thc bottomhole locations of these wells 

are shown in Figun 3-1. Directional surveys an d e d  to obtain the m e  path of the well. It 

is typical at The Geysers for several wells to be drilled from thc same drillpad in diveaent 

directions. The Ihal boaomhole locations may be several thousand feet frrnn the surface loca- 

tion. A typical survey contains 40 or 50 survey points, giving the measured depth, tk drift 

and azimuth of the deviation, the coordinates, and the bue vertical depth. This information 

was typed into the database, and checked for accuracy. In some cases only dre raw data were 

given, and the downhole coordinates had to be calculated. This was done with a program writ- 

ten by R. Tembonne at SLC. 

The tables containing the data are called DS and DSST. DS contains the surveys of 

wells without redrills or sidetracks. DSST contains surveys for wells with redrills and/or side- 

tracks. The two tables are kept separate for ease in plotting. The column headings in these two 

tables are lease name (lease), operator number (opem), API number (api). station number (sta), 

measured depth in feet (mdft), venical depth in feet (vdft), direction angle (drang), direction 

bearing (drbng), north coordinate in feet from origin(ccn). east coordinate in feet from origin 

(cce), year, month, day, weighting factor (wf), and projected azimuth (pro). 

33.4. Casing Data 

Casing data, obtained primarily from well summaries, arc included in a table called 

CASE, which gives the diameter and length of Casings in 217 wells. "he column for 

this table are lease name (lease), operator number (apem), API number (api). ndrill number 

(rd), sidetrack number (st). top o'fkhe casing in feet (topft). bottom of the casing in feet (bodt), 

and diameter of the casing in inches (diamin). 

< 
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3-1. Map of '2he Geysers geothermal field, showing the bottomhole locations for wells 
in the database. Note that only wells With dinctional surveys art sbolrm. 



3.2.5. Lithologic Data 

The lithologic data come from SLC files in Sacramento, and from DOG dles in Sam 

Rosa. At this time we have detailed lithologic logs for over 200 wells; these wells are shown 

in Figure 3-2. The data were entered into a table called LXTH. The column headings for this 

table 8 f e  lease name (lease), operator number (opem), API number (api), redrill number (rd), 

sidetrack number (st), top of unit in feet (top ft), bottom of unit in feet (botft), thickness of 

unit or interval in feet (thiclrft), drilled or c o d  (dc), rock type (rock), and code. 

3.2.6. Steam Entries 

Steam entries were obtained from SLC 6les. These data were taken mostly from well his- 

tones supplied to SLC by field operators. The records usually consist of a depth, pressure, and 

occasionally flow rates and temperatures. Some steam entries were obtained from mud logs. 

The data were entered into a table called ENTRY, and xepresent 197 wells. These wells 

shown in Figure 3-3. Water entries axe designated with a W under Type. The column headings 

are lease name (lease), operator number (oper)* API number (a@), redrill number (rd)* sidetrack 

number (st), year, month, day, depth in feet (feet), depth in meters (m), type, pressure increase 

in psi (psig), pressure increase in bars (bar). 

3.2.7. Pressure Data 

There are 3 tables containing pressure data, in addition to the DOG tape. The table 

SHPRESS contains shut-in pressures reported in SLC files for 63 wclls. This information is 

more detailed than the shut-in pressure data supplied in the DOG tape. 'Ihe table R I G "  

contains flowing pressure tests data for 71 wells, obtaimd from files at the SLC offices in 

Sacramento. The table BUILDUP contains pressure buitdup tests for 322 wells obtained from 

SLC files and Unocal. The column headings for SHPRESS me fease name (lease), operator 

number (opem), API number (api), ytar, month, hours, ud pfessun (psis). The column M- 

ings for FUGTEST are lease name (lease), operator number (opem), API number (api), pressure 

(psi), depth in feet (depthft), month, day and year. The column headings for BUILDUP an 

\ \  
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Figure 3.3. Mop of 'Ihe Geysers geothermal a d ,  rhowing the surface locuions of wellr with 
steam entry data. 



lease name (lease), operator number (opem), API number (api), seconds (sec), wellhead pres- 

sure (psiwh), bottomhole pressure @sib), year, month, and day. 

3.2.8. Heat Flow Data 

The table HEATFLO contains data from 165 shallow temperature-gradient wells, fur- 

nished to LBL by R. P. Thomas. The data include well identificadn and location information 

(column headings “well,” “opno,” “ewlamb,” and “nslamb”). The location data were sup 

plied as latitudes and longitudes, in degrees, minutes and seconds, and converted to California 

Lambert coordinates using conversion coordinates supplied by the USGS. 

The table also contains the surface elevations of the wells, both in feet and meters =la- 

tive to sea level, the total depths of the wells, in feet, and location of interval for which the 

temperature gradient was measured, in feet. These columns arc labeled “elevft,” “elevm,” 

*%ift,*’ “topft,” and “botft,” respectively. 

For each well, there is a subjective evaluation, in the form of a “letter grade” (A, B, C, 

etc.), of the quality of the data for each well. This column is labeled “qual.” The time in 

days between the time the hole was completed and the time the temperature was logged is 

called “lagdays”. The temperature gradient (in OC/km) both comxted and uncorrected for ter- 

rain effects are labeled “tgcckm” and “tguclcrn’*, respectively. 

The type of terrain correction employed is labeled “tercor.” In this column, standard 

Birch terrain correction is indicated by BTC, and values estimated by interpolation, by EST. 

The thermal conductivity of the surface lithology, based on laboratory measurements on the 

principal rock types, is also included in watts/meter-K. The latter column is labeled 

“conwmk’ *. 

3.2.9. Geochemical Data 

The table GAS contains data on total noncondensible gas content of steam from various 

geothermal plants in The Geysers field. Data from 6 different plants (Units 3, 11, 12, 14, 17 

and 20) were made available by the Sonoma County Air Quality Management District. 



Included in the table are the date of the measurement (year, month and day), the plant number, 

and the gadsteam ratio. The gas contents are expressed in parts per million (ppm) by volume 

in steam. 

The data initially furnished to The Geysers project consisted of several different types of 

analyses, which included information on the amounts of a number of individual gas species 

contained in the steam. However, as the analytical tachniques were not welldocumented, and 

there was frequent ambiguity as to whether the subspecies were measured as fraction of the 

steam as opposed to fraction of the total n o n w ~ d b l e s ,  it was considered inadvisable to 

tabulate individual gas data at this time. Some data are also available from Rorabaugh 1, 2 

and 3 and Prati State 10 and 31. Several different varieties of data on total noncondensibles 

are included for these wells, including data from tests during drilling and from flow tests per- 

formed during production. Some of these data are broken down by individual gases as well. 

3.2.10. Productionhjection Data 

The production data come primarily from a tape provided by DOG, which repmsents the 

monthly production data supplied by the operators. This information includes gross steam and 

water production, production and injection rates, pressures and temperatures, power plants 

where steam is delivered and total noncondensibles. DOG sent us a tape of all open iile infor- 

mation, as well as all infomation on SLC leases. A description of the column headings for 

the table called DOG is shown in Table 3-2. This table is updated about every six months, as 

LBL receives new tapes from DOG. Data for 310 wells are available in the database. Plots of 

steam flowrates and cumulative mass flow for every open file well an provided in Appendix 

A. 
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